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Lockwood Announces 1975-76 Fellows
President Theodore D. Lockwood, acting on the recommendations of each department at
the College, announced on Wednesday the President's Fellows for
the 1975-76 academic year.
"The purpose of the President's
Fellows," Lockwood stated, "is to
reward people who have done well
in their chosen fields and to bring
them together to compare views
with each other and faculty."
Lockwood said that the Fellows

will have a dinner and colloquium
twice a semester with faculty "to
discuss the value of a liberal arts
background- such as this College
offers." The first dinner will be
held on October 14.
In a letter written to this year's
Fellows, Lockwood stated, "I
myself am personally interested in
knowing how your experience here
has affected your personal views
on social and ethical, as well as
intellectual, questions."
The Fellows for this year are:

Art History
Studio Arts
Biology
Chemistry
Classics
Economics
Education
Engineering
English
History
Mathematics

Dita Amory
John M. Sidebotham
Peter J. Morin
Salvador F. Sena
Allan F.Taylor
Alan S. Hergert
Leonard J.Rosen
Bruce Kinmonth
Elizabeth A. Kqwaleski
Richard Ruchman
DanielS. Silver

Modern Languages
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science

Barbara J. Sobotka
Phyllis Roberts
Robert G. Cox
Karen Ann Jeffers
Psychology
James S. Marsh
Religion
Mrs. Bernice M. Saltzmah
Sociology
Joseph J. Sinnott, III
Music
Matthew H.Cahn
American Studies
Meredith B.Adler
Urban & Environ. Studies
John Battle
Intereultural Studies
Margaret E. Smith
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Students
at All
by Meri Adler
Wednesday night's all college
meeting posed the question,
"Should The Marines Be Allowed
On Campus?" The McCook
Auditorium meeting was attended
by 250 members of the Trinity
community. Six individuals,
randomly chosen at a meeting in
Jackson Lounge Monday afternoon, were • each given five
minutes to explain their views on
the issue.
The purpose of the meeting was
to air the positions of the ad hoc
free speech group, and the ad hoc
group that staged Monday's sit-in.
Fred Knapp, Catha Diddle, and
Steve Cecil spoke for the free
speech group and advocated
permitting Marine to recruit at
Trinity on the grounds of free
speech, free choice and institutional tax exemption.
Ross Lewen, Judy Lederer and
Mitch Karlan, speaking for the
protest group, opposed the right of
the Marines to recruit at Trinity,
stating that they were representing
a vast silencek majority, including
prisoners in the "Tiger Pits" in
Vietnam, and the oppressed in
Chile, the Dominican Republic,
and other locals of U.S. involvement.
Fred Knapp was the first
speaker. Speaking in favor of
Marine recruitment, he said the

Views
protestors were answering the
questions wrongly.
Citing the mimeographed
material of the protest committee,
he went on to say that it is not the
Marines but rather the politicians
who are at fault for the present
system of military involvement.
He said that the marines served in
both world wars in capacities such
as mail carriers and guards at
embassies in Japan. "How many
Trinity students are capatalists?"
He asked. His answer: "A lot."
Ross Lewen, speaking for the
protestors, said that the military
becomes the force in society to
protect foreign investments. He
cited Chile and the Dominican
Republic as example of protecting
the interests of the few and said
that "The few does not include the
interests of Trinity Students."
Catha Diddle noted that free
speech was the issue. She said
Trinity must expose itself to different points of view and a small
number of students should not deny
the opinions of the many.
She went on to say that not only
had the rights of the Marines been
violated but also that the members
of the sit-in had placed Trinity's
tax exempt status in jeopardy.
Diddle was warmly received by the
audience.
Judy Lederer spoke next in favor
of the protest. Although she said
she was somewhat nervous, she

FRESHMEN ELECTION RESULTS
Student Government Association
Jane Bedall
Scott Clamen
Robert Hurlock
William McCandless
Nat Mills
Helen Morrison
Susan Osthoff
Dianne Rosentrater
Bennett Wethered
Mather Hall Board of Governors
Steve Popkin
Glen Vigorito
Debbie Meagher (write-in)

UPPERCLASS ELECTIONS
Student Government Association
Mark Kupferburg (unopposed)
Mather Hall Board of Governors
Jeff Sands
Andy Merz
[both unopposed, vacancies on the Board will be filled by ap
pointment)

noted that she felt the protestors
were not infringing upon the rights a
of students.
Lederer went on to say that there
is a difference between freedom of
speech and freedom of action. As
for academic neutrality, she asked 3
whose interest the college was v[
serving, rather than supporting the j j
stance of disinterested scholarTruly disinterested scholarship. jjf|
Lederer said, would not act at all.
She said that there had to be a
"sense of moralry, a sense of
Students, faculty and administration focus attention on
upholding the value of lie."
speakers during the All-College Meeting held last Wednesday.
Steve Cecil asked, "Does the
exercise of free speech by Marine
the short run, it would be better to
Mitch Karlan was the last slated
recruiters constitute a danger?"
change the system or let it fall. He speaker. He said that free exHe said that a."bad system" was
advocated a campus .referendum pre^sipn presupposes equaljty in
merely ; being ^propped up by
aijd "living in the?cori|eiisus; of the; • tfi^ cdniniunityiatid' called freedom
Marines and wondered whether,' in . • m a j o r i t y . " " '•;•' •-•.'••'•••••';• • • ; . ' " • • ••.'..:,. : - : ' { \ ^ : - : : j . '•.;'•-,' ' • ' \ " f ' ^ - ^ W . : ^ - '••-.
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14 'Sit-In'Students Censored
by Jeff Dufresne
The fates of the 16 Trinity
students involved in the Sept. 29 sitin at the Career Counseling Office
have been decided. The charges
were adjudicated at the first stage
of the Administration Procedures
in Matters of Discipline and
Dispute, thus no formal hearings
were brought before a board of
inquiry.
A total of 16 currently enrolled
undergraduates were involved,
students who had been summarily
suspended^ after they had refused
to permit an authorized recruiter
from the Marine Corps to gain
access to the Career Counseling
Office.
These undergraduates were
charged with violating College
regulation 11 (interference with
entrance to or egress from the
College or any College facility) and
College regulation 16 (interference
with authorized recruitment).
During proceedings conducted
by Spencer on Sept. 30, Oct. 1, and
Oct. 2, all
16 students
acknowledged that their actions
had constituted a violation of these
College regulations. After considerable deliberation, Spencer
proposed and the students accepted the resulting disciplinary
action.
First, the 14 students who
refused to leave the Career
Counseling Office after being
summarily suspended have been
placed on Censure for the
remainder of the 1975-76 academic
year.
Censure is the more serious of
two types of disciplinary probation
authorized
under
College
regulations. Censured persons who
commit a second censurable offense may be automatically
suspended from the College for a
period of one semester or longer.

Second, the two students who
vacated the Career Counseling
Office immediately after being
summarily suspended have been
placed on Admonition for the
remainder of the 1975-76 academic
year. Admonition, a formal
warning, is a less serious form of
disciplinary probation than Censure.
However, Spencer claims these
students were notified that if they
commit a second violation of
College regulations 11 and/or 16,
they could be automatically
suspended, just as if they had been
censured.
"Interference with access to
College facilities and interference
with authorized recruitment are
serious offenses," maintained
Spencer, "not least because they
infringe the rights of other
members of the Trinity community."
Concerning the severity of the
charges, Spencer declared, I have
told the 16 students that a
suspension of one semester or even
one year could have been justified.
I chose, however, to impose lighter
penalties because I believed that
the students were acting out of
genuine conviction, regardless of
how ill-considered and unacceptable their actions were."
Spencer added that he was also
inclined toward a penalty less than
suspension because none of the 16
students had ever violated a
College regulation previously, and
thus were all "first offenders."
Additionally, since this was the
first "sit-in" at Trinity since these
students enrolled, the Dean observed that they might not have
been fully aware of how serious
their offense was and of the severe
consequences it could have.
Two general points were noted

by Spencer as a result of the
episode.
;
First, the Administration
"believes that open access to
College facilities and noninterference with authorized
recruitment are important principles to uphold.
All members of the student body
should note that further violations
of the College regulations embodying these principles, would
probably lead to suspensions of
long duration, even if the violators
were "first offenders", the Dean
claimed.
•
Second, the disciplinary action
taken in this instance is not intended to stifle political expression
or to discourage political activity.
Spencer expressed that there are
numerous ways in which "individuals or groups may pursue
their political principles and objectives without infringing the
rights of the other members of the
community and without interrupting the orderly operations
of the College."
(continued on page 2)

See
the First Issue
of the
Trinity Review
Pages 9-76
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Hardcastle Joins Career Counsel I ing

by Meri Adler
Bob Hardcastle is a recent addition to the staff of the Career
Counseling Office.
He attended Waynesboro College
and received his B.A. in
Psychology from the University of
Hartford. He is presently enrolled
in a graduate program in counselling at the University of Hartford, and will receive an M. Ed. in
December.

Hardcastle said he is slowly
becoming adjusted to the Career
Counselling office. His duties include counselling students via the
Strom-Campbell interest tests,
updating the Career Counselling
Library and compiling data on
post-graduate activities. Hardcastle has not yet been engaged in
much individual counselling, but
said he believes opportunities wll
develop as the semester
progresses.

Hardcastle became interested in
the Career Counselling Internship
when Dr. Christopher Shinkman,
Trinity's director of career
counselling and placement, spoke
to his practicom counselling class
at the University of Hartford. He
has riot yet decided which branch
of counselling to pursue.
He said he likes the size of
Trinity because it promotes close
student contact and, in regards to
the Career Counselling Office,

enables students to feel a sense of
closeness to people in that office.
Asked whettlbr he sensed a
conservative trend in this year's
freshman class, Hardcastle
responded that "conservative" is a
bad term.
He added that he did see u
concern in the freshman class for
appropriate career decisions and,
to some degree, a high level of
anxiety about the future.

Hardcastle said he feels that
these students are well aware of
what is happening in the economy
and consequently feel the need to
adjust their programs of study
accordingly.
In addition to his Trinity Internship and University of Hartford studies, Hardcastle is also
involved in "Cedar," a musical
group.

Very Rev. Morton to
Deliver Eucharist' Sermon
The Very Reverend James
Morton will preach at the
Eucharist Service in the Trinity
College Chapel on Parents

Weekend Sunday, Oct. 12 at 10:30 Trinity College, Cambridge, where
he received an A.B. and A.M.
a.m.
Dean Morton received an A.B, in
After receiving an S.T.B. from
1951 from Harvard a'nd'.wfls the General Theological Seminary
awarded Harvard's Charles Henry in New York in 1954, Dean Morton
Fiske III Fellowship to study at was ordained a priest and went to
Grace Church (Van Vorst) in
Jersey City, New Jersey, an innercity parish integrated in terms of
American Negro, white and Puerto
Rican. The parish has been a
Today" are among Saturday's pioneer in developing techniques of
highlights.
ministering to a multi-racial
Sports events include a soccer neighborhood.
match against Connecticut
College, women's field hockey,
In 1972 he was ordained Dean of
crew and tennis, and a varsity the Catherdral Church of St. John
football game against Rensselaer the Divine in New York City.
Polytechnic Institute, which will be
followed by a carillon concert.
Dean Morton's daughter Pamela
"Stories of Clothes," an original is a sophomore at Trinity.
play by Elizabeth H. Egloff, a 1975
Trinity graduate, will be presented
The Trinity College Concert
at 8:15 p.m. in the Goodwin Choir, under the direction of
Theatre of the Austin Arts Center. Jonathan B. Reilly, college
Two exhibits will be on display organist and instructor of music,
during the weekend. Silk screen will sing at the Eucharist. Adprints of Josef Albers are being ditional music will be provided by
shown in the Austin Arts Center, the Trinity Brass Ensemble.
and bookbinding from the 15th to
20th centuries is the exhibit in the
library.

Parents Weekend
Scheduled Oct. 10-12
Approximately 800 parents and
guests of Trinity College students
will arrive on the campus Oct. 10-12
for the 21st annual Parents
Weekend.
Among the weekend's events are
the annual business meeting and
dinner of the Parents Association,
carillon and choir concerts,
football, soccer, field hockey,
crew, tennis, a theatre arts
production, discussions, and
library and art exhibits. ,
The dinner for the Parents
Association and sons and
daughters will be held, Friday, Oct.
10,'at 7:30 p.m. in the Hartford
Hilton. President Theodore D.
Lockwood will be the speaker. The
College Concert Choir and the
Trinity Pipes will entertain.
A
faculty-rstudent
panel
discussion on liberal arts education
and "The Pursuit of Happiness'
relating to our country's bicentennial and a discussion by
President Lockwood on "Trinity

Chapel service at 10:30 a.m.
Sunday will be conducted by The
Very Rev. James Parks Morton,
Dean of the Cathedral of St. John
the Divine in New York City.

Berrigan, 2 Trin Students,
Others Arrested
by Scotte Gordon
Anti-war activist Philip Berrigan
and 20 other persons were arrested
and charged with disorderly
conduct and criminal trespass in
the first degree Saturday, in a
protest at Pratt and Whitney's 50 th
anniversary air show.
An account by one of those
arrested said that the protesters
were distributing anti-war leaflets
in objection to the public display of
fighter models, which they termed
"instruments at death." These
were displayed together with
commercial and sporting airplanes
at the two-day exhibitions. Police
later intervened and asked the
protestors to leave after they
poured blood onto the cockpits of
fighter models.
Among the eleven men arrested
were two Trinity students, Peter
W. Jessop and James Merrell.
Jessop is a "full-time student.
Merrell is presently on a voluntary

leave of absence from Trinity.
Berrigan was reportedly carried
out of the rear of the aircraft
building, apparently undisturbed
and making; peace signs to the
onlookers. Some of. the male
suspects also resisted their
transportation to the Hartford
Police-Court complex and had to
be carried out of the building,
Berrigan's role in die protest
remains unclear. One suspect
denied that Berrigan was a
spokesman for the group, and
further said that the members did
not organize beforehand.
Ten men and seven women who
refused bail were being held along
with Berrigan at the Hartford
County Correctional Center and
the women's state prison in Niantic
awaiting their scheduled appearances in the Court of Common
Pleas yeterday at 10 a.m

The Very Rev. James Morton

Student Clubbed, Others Robbed
By Steve Kayman
Last Saturday night, in three
separate incidents, a Trinity
student was clubbed and two
purses, a stereo, a television, and
various smaller items were stolen.
Between 10:30 and 11:00, a freshman living in on the first floor of
North Campus returned to his
room from Friendly's, and found
that a stereo system, a television,
and a clock radio were missing
from his room.
According to the victimized
student, the appliances were taken
through the window, which was left
open. Both Trinity security and
Hartford police were called and
arrived on the scene shortly, the
student recalled.
At about 1:30 a.m., a group of
uninvited people entered Alpha
Delta Phi (AD) Fraternity, and
proceeded to monopolize the bar,
an. AD member remarked. One
fraternity member offered the
following account of the subsequent events. "The group of
party crashers were asked to leave
and proceeded to exit by the back
stairway, followed by AD members who were explaining that the

party was closed. As they went up
the stairs, the intruders turned and
dumped their remaining beer on
the AD brothers who followed. The
ADers began to malign the parly
crashers, who headed in the
direction of Alpha Chi Rho (Crow).
One AD member followed the
group in an effort to explain why
they were asked to leave the
fraternity. Two of the intruders
came toward him and one of them
struck him over the head with a
large branch."
The assaulted student later
recalled that he was more stunned
than hurt. Trinity security arrived
on the scene and quieted the AD
brothers who had come outside
upon hearing the raucous.
At about the same time (1:302:00) that the trouble was occuring
in AD, two purses were stolen from
a room in Allen East. According to
the victimized students, "we were
sitting in the living room when a
girl from next door came in and
said that someone was running
downstairs, carrying two purses."
Some students ran after the thief,
but he ran between Allen East and
West, and got away, the students

said. He must have entered
through the back door, which was
closed but not locked, the victims
said, and taken the purses from the
nearby bedroom. The thief was
described by the girl n<»xt doorasa
tall black male with a short afro
hairstyle, wearing a blue leisure
suit,
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.All College Meeting
(continued from page 1)
to talk "a worthless commodity,"
which leads to "endless oration in a
power vacuum."
Karlan noted that the trustees
and administration made decisions
while the students were given the*
"right to chat." Armed forces do
not debate, Karlan said.
He went on to say that armed
forces act out what is out of the
hands of the community. He called
homogeneity a "sham front for
majority interests." ' 'And, yes,
Fred Knapp, Karlan said,"
Marines do not belong at Trinity
because the U.S. Marines do not
belong anywhere."
After the, slated speakers,
members of the Trinity Com-

munity who wished to air their
views were given the floor. This
group of speakers* included
professors Hendel and Baglow,
Dean Spencer and a large number
of students.
Hendel Said that he thoroughly
shared the revulsion of the
protestors of United States policy
and added that the • Marines do
constitute a symbol of this policy.
He also said that he disagreed with
the protestors in that he believes
that people have to be exposed to
all ideas and that they have the
right to decide for themselves; "No
university," he said, "can exist in
any true sense without freedom of
expression"

Al Golanski said that if poison
ivy were the optimal investment,
then what "we would learn would
be the history of poison ivy."
"They don't care what they're
doing. They'll tell you anything,"
he said.

the military is tree to act, or people
are free to die."

Dwight Inman said that he had 8
question to ask many of those at
the meeting and that question was
"What is the motivating force of
your being here at Trinity and
Peter Jessop added that being a wanting to go to graduate school""
_._„ was .,w
JUOKIJOO,
Marine
not "just
a job, not
not just If money was the answer, he
a career, not just
i.i=t another
»wu way of- continued, then he advised the
life,-but a way of legitimizing students to stop being hypocrites
murder."
what they are here for
Steve Kayman asked why the and question
why they are here. "For
how
marines were picked as a target and
1
many
is
this
just
a
game'
l/xk
at
and not General Motors or Exxon. your position in society Do you
The audience responded with have a stake in the system*" toe
shoflts of "Right on, let's do it."
asked
Ray Barglow added that "either
Gil ChlW«r», speaking for tfee

S.G.A., informed the meeUng
t de
UwS.G.A. by « 21-3 vole,
dflcww.
that the Marine* should be .allows
on campus in the Career u>uu
selling Office.
Dean Spencer, in trying to*f
up the <p«tlw of whether »«•
day's action put the tax ««"*.
status of Trinity in j « p » w
thai no one was trying to >"f
thai <jur fax status woula,^
away because a'
demofurtration. Me »id u » • " j,..
lo maay pctote oT vl**- *
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Bargiow: Atmosphere "A Kind of Cynicism"
by Hillary R. Bercovici
On Wednesday morning, Oct. 1,
Edwin P. Nye, dean of the faculty,
and Ray Barglow, instructor of
Philosophy, met in Nye's office and
discussed issues relating to
Barglow's involvement in Monday's sit-in.
Immediately - following the
meeting, the Tripod was granted
interviews by both parties.
Barglow was approached first.
Barglow said Nye had previously
phoned him and stated that he
(Nye) was "...skeptical about
faculty partisanship in these
matters." ("These matters" refer
to participation in campus political
activities) Barglow said that he
wanted to find out what constituted
"partisanship."

Barglow said that Nye made a
specific statement to him regarding faculty conduct. He explained
that if a faculty member suggested
any activity that would lead an
already suspended and/or censured student to engage in activities that might lead to the
student's permanent suspension or
expulsion, this faculty member's
suggestion would be regarded as
"definitely inappropriate."
Nye, said Barglow, had mentioned that although such action
would not be illegal, it would still
be "inappropriate" for a member
of the faculty.
At the beginning of the
discussion with Nye, Barglow said
Nye has asked him what prompted
his involvement in the protest.

Nye; "Friendly Discussion"
With Barglow
by Hillary R. Bercovici

"I felt that the military is
responsible for worldwide suffering... There's good eviednce that
thanks to our military and our
military allies worldwide, there
will be nuclear devation...and so
it's appropriate I think for us to
oppose the military," Barglow
commented.
Barglow noted that Nye had
repeatedly made reference to the
suggestion that the appropriate
role for faculty "in, this sort of
situation" is a non-partisan role.
Political activity, said Barglow,
is generally discouraged at Trinity
when it takes the form of 'activism.' Barglow went on to indicate that people involved in internships for local democrats are
not reprimanded for their activities. He assumed the reason for
this is that the college approves of
this kind of political activity.
"The College functions in a very
peculiar way" said Barglow. "It
carries on political functions, but
then when students or faculty
commit themselves to political
activity on campus, then suddenly
it's labled as political and ruled as
inappropriate, really."

any reasonable scale. Barglow
attributed this condition to the
alleged 'wide variety of views' on
campus. He said that in reality,
they were all primarily liberal
views. Nye, asked to comment on
Barglow's observations, said he
by Wenda Harris
saw this alleged close-mindedness
to be less a part of Trinity than it is
H. Bacon Coilamore, a trustee of
a part of society.
Trinity's Watkinson Library since
1948, died recently in Hartford
"The faculty member obviously
Nye also pointed out that, "Any Hospital after a lengthy illness. He
has a teaching role here,",continued. Nye, "and we certainly institution such as Trinity College was 84.
Coilamore, who had a life-long
realize that the teaching is not will quite necessarily reflect, to a
limited to the classroom, that large degree, the values, the interest in books, collected works
much of it goes on outside. Even in consensus, of the society of which of leading literary figures and
donated them to various insituations of this sort (political it's a part."
stitutions throughout the country.
protest), the proper role of the
The point was then raised that J. In 1956 he donated over 5,000 first
faculty member is still essentially
Ronald Spencer, dean of students, editions of American and English
that of teacher..."
had mentioned during last week's
protest that any administrative
|r..
Asked
what
he
regarded
as
=
unacceptable behavior on the part action taken against the students in
of a faculty member, Nye question was not "...to be conas a condonement or an
responded, "What I specifically . strued'
of Marine or military
told Mr. Barglow was that what endorsement
recruiting
on
campus." Nye was
was not acceptable would be asked whether
the alleged
partisan involvement of a faculty neutrality of this statement could
member, that I thought that was be altered by the fact of the
inappropriate and was not what I college's reflecting societal values.
would consider as an allowable
role for a faculty member...The •
"It is inappropriate for us to try
faculty member is a member of the
college establishment, and cannot to take a view on either side," said
participate in a partisan fashion." Nye. "At the same time he
(Spencer) was also indicating that
Nye said he wanted to make the Marine Corps as a lawful
clear that he was not saying "that branch of the federal government
faculty members can't have has a right to access to the campus
partisan views." He said faculty just as any other...lawful activity. ..You can say
that
members "...must exercise great represents
aquiescense...I
would
care to separate expression of their
to think of it as adherence to
partisan position from their prefer
the legal processes."
teaching role."

"Barglow went on to say that the
administration, in its admission of
students and hiring of faculty, has
"selected out for certain views" to
th exclusion of certain others.

When asked what he thought of
the objections of the 'freedom of
speech' faction on campus,
especially with regard to the
possibility of anarchy developing
out of uncontrolled social action,
Barglow said he welcomed the
possibility of anarchy.

He said he felt the modern,
conversational
understanding of
He further outlined that the net
result, especially for Trinity, is a anarchy to be inadequate, saying
community of "...liberals in the that if real anarchy came upon
college selecting other liberals to Trinity, real progress might be
present their views, and the made.
serious alternatives really are
Barglow indicated that this kind
excluded."
of political situation
has
The state of affairs at Trinity, historically led to collective,
Barglow said, is reflected by the constructive accomplishment, and
attitudes and world views of the that it should be regarded as more
'democratic' than present-day
community.
democracy in this country.
"By and large I think the
"The main problem in our inprevailing atmosphere among
students and professors is a kind of. stitutions is that they're not
cynicism, and it's a cynicism democratically controlled; they're
which rationalizes passivity when controlled by a few against the
the military is oppressing and interest of many," Barglow said.

H. Bacon Coilamore Dead At 84

Nye added that he feels that the
political system that we have now
is always open to change.
Nye said he considered Thursday's meeting with Barglow to be
"a friendly discussion with a
faculty member," and that he
planned to take no action against
Barglow for his involvement in the
sit-in.
•

Barglow had expressed the view
"I .didn't call him in to
that Trinity did not allow for the reprimand him or tell him, 'this is
influx of Marxist or other similarly the way we do things here/" Nye
undesireable political opinions on concluded.

Two
Watkinson
Library
publications, Edward Arlingtoln
Robinson-A
Bio-Bibliography
(Trinity 1969) and The Robert
Frost Collection in the Watkinson
Library (Trinity 1974), are in large
part based on Collamore's gifts to
the library and were published
through his generosity.
In 1974, the library established
The Coilamore Collection of
Literature in recognition of the
book lover's many contributions
and continuous kindness.
In addition to being a trustee of
the Watkinson Library, Coilamore
served as president, of the board
from 1971-74. He was also a charter
member of the Trinity College
Library Associates, since its
founding in 1951 and served as its
chairman from 1962 until his death.
Coilamore was interested in both
modern poetry and modern
literature. Among the speakers
Coilamore brought to the
Watkinson Library-Trinity College
Library Associates open houses
were Robert Frost (Oct. 1962) and
Maurice Sendak (1971 and 1973).
Marian Clarke, durator of the
Watkinson Library, described
Coilamore as "a delightful man"
who was "warm, responsive, and
intensely interested in people,"
She said he attended all the library
coffee hours and open houses and
"supported everything we did with
great enthusiasm."
Clarke said Coilamore travelled
almost everywhere in the world,
collecting books about the countries he planned to visit, and then
buying books during his travels.
One of his trips was to MiddleAmerica, where he participated in
an archaeology dig. Among his
donations to the Trinity Library
are books on that subject, Clarke
said.
She also mentioned that the
library has a set of letters exchanged between Coilamore and
Edward Arlington Robinson.
H. Bacon Coilamore (center) with Robert Frost (right) and Coilamore used to send detective
stories to Robinson, Clarke said, a
former Trinity librarian Donald B. Engley (left) in 1962.
favorite literary genre of the
famous poet's.
In 1956 Coilamore retired from
the former National Fire Insurance Company, where he
served as president and chairman
of the board, to become chairman
of the board and chief executive
Gifts are sought from cor- they would be welcomed. Students officer of the Pittsburg Steel
in
contributing, Company. He retired in 1966.
porations and individuals, who are interested
solicited through their place of organizing a student drive, or who
Coilamore was a former director
employment. At Trinity, a team of want more information should of the Connecticut Bank and Trust
about 30 volunteers will be contact Alfred C. Burfeind, and a trustee of Mechanics Savings
soliciting members of the faculty, assistant director of development Bank. He was also a director of the
administration, and staff in an and campus chairman for United American Leasing Corporation,
effort to attain a campus goal of Way, inWilliams 220, or at ext. 462. the American School for the Deaf,
$5,800.
and the Hartford School of Music.
Coilamore was born in MidThis year's drive concludes
Although contributions from
dletown and lived most of his life in
students are not actively solicited, October 30.
the Hartford area.
literature to the Trinity College
Library.
In following years, Coilamore
established major poetry collections at Trinity's library, including
works of Robert Frost, Rupert
Brook, Edna St. Vincent Millay,
Marianne
Moore,
Edward
Arlington Robinson, and Elinor
Wylie. Frost, Moore, Robinson,
and St. Vincent Millay were among
Collamore's close friends.

United Way Campaign Collects in October
The 1975 Greater Hartford
United Way campaign is being
conducted during October, with
| volunteers from the Trinity faculty
& and staff assisting in the annual
|: fund-raising drive. A regional goal
^.of $5.3 million has been established
%• to provide essential financial
^.support for 70 social service
fagencies in Hartford and 11 neighrbori towns.

destroying vast areas of the world.
If one doesn't want to act, cyncism
is a nice rationalization of an activity."

Friend to Library

Edwin P. Nye, dean of faculty,
confirmed that he plans no
disciplinary or other action against
Ray Barglow for his involvement
in the sit-iti Monday. Nye said he
wanted fc; be certain Barglow
understood that the role of the
faculty member "...is different
from that of the student."

One of the methods Nye
suggested to preserve this
separation is for professors to be
more careful about identifying
sources and indicating when
alternate approaches to the subject
matter are available. "Any
evidence of closed-mindedness is
itself unacceptable in the
academic community.

Barglow said Nye described the
purpose of the campus as being a
place for the free exchange of
ideas.
"I pointed out," said Barglow,
"that the thing is that yes, the
ideas are exchanged between one
form of liberal and another.

The United Way campaign is the
only fund-raising campaign conducted by these agencies, which
serve individuals and families,
children and the aged, the sick,
retarded, or emotionally disturbed, and others. According to a
United Way spokesman, fundraising expenses are low - about 6
1/2% - with 93 1/2* of every dollar
contributed going directly to
provide services.
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Fire Extinguisher Abuse Costs Students $3000
by Diane Schwartz
Trinity College incurred a cost of
approximately $3000 last year to
refill, recharge, and replace fire
extinguishers, according to Riel
Crandall, director of buildings and
grounds.
About one-third of the expenditure on fire extinguisners
maintenance is spent each summer to keep the extinguishers in
compliance with the school's fire
insurance regulations. The policy
requires an annual check of all fire
equipment and the repair and
replacement of all damaged or lost
units.

"throw some scare into these
claimed.
kids and keep them out...I imagine
1
He concedes that the instigators it's poor psychology, but it works."
of the wrong-doings are generally
unknown. Last year all the
The economic factor of the
residents in Jones were originally damages is another reason why
held responsible for the cost of Crandall said he wants to
repairing the dorm's fire units "awaken" the members of Trinity
until those who were actually in- College to the problem. Tuition
volved took the blame.
money is used to cover the costs,
In response to the suggestion and averages out to almost $2 per
that members of the off-campus student.
population may be the cause of
Crandall said this money could
what he terms "horseplay,"
Crandall said that people should be "almost a scholarship" if it did

not have to be applied towards the
repairs. An increase in tuition may
result if the amount of damages
increases.
The fire hoses located in High
Rise, Jones, and elsewhere are
made of linen. A leak develops if
they are not turned on full force.
When wet, the material becomes
sealed and proves effective in
putting out flames. They cannot be
reused and must be replaced at a
cost of several hundred dollars.
The Fire units placed in other

U and E Sponsors Lectures

Crandall said he is concerned
that much of the money spent is
"so some clowns can play pranks."
He cited the example of a student
in 216 New Britain who taps the
extinguishers on his hall daily and
emits the white dust they contain.

Professor Morton Tenzer of the
University of Connecticut will give
the first in a series of eight lecturediscussions entitled "Governance
Alternatives: From Neighborhood
to Regional Control" to be held at
Trinity College.
.,:'...
Tenzer,
director
of the
Last year a fire on the third floor
of Jarvis revealed that both pieces University of Connecticut's Inof equipment in the vicinity were stitute of Urban Research and
empty and useless, and no one had director of the master of arts
previously realized it. The fire was program in public affairs, will
squelched by the building's speak on "The Basic Political
Issues of Urban and Metropolitan
sprinkler system.
Government" on Thursday, Oct. 9
Crandall remarked that the at 8:00 p.m. in the Washington
actions of a "few non-thinking kids" Room of Mather Campus Center,
The series,, presented by the
should not be tolerated by the rest
of. the campus* "I'm a great Trinity College Urban and Enbeliever in peer pressure," he vironmental Studies Program in

cooperation with the TrinityRensselaer Institute for Community Education, will feature
professors, authors, and urban
specialists who will discuss ;• the
centralization
and
decentralization of power, systems.
Subsequent dates and lecturers
are: October 23, Albert Hunter,
professor of sociology at the
University of Rochester; October
30, Edwin Haefele, professor of
political science at Penn' State
University; December 9, Jerome
Rothberg, professor of economics
at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; January 14, John
Mudd, a fellow of the Woodrow
Wilson Center for Scholars;
January 21, Lawrence Gilson,

Director of Policy Implementation
of the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations; and
January 28, Elisha Freedman, City
Manager of Rochester.
, The series will conclude on
February 12 with a panel
discussion featuring Senator
Richard
Schneller;
Mayor
Catherine Reynolds, president of
the West Hartford Town Council;
Mrs. Shirley Scott, chairman of the
Hartford City Planning Commission and the Regional Planning
Commission; and Nicholas Carbone, member of the Court of
Common Council of Hartford.
AH lectures will be held at
Trinity College, and specific topics
will be announced at a later date.

buildings and dorms use nitrogen
us the power source. If the extinguisher is not completely activated and the plunger is not
totally depressed, the gas slowly
seeps out. The container is still '
filled with powder, but it is useless
because the chemical cannot be
ejected.
A new unit costs about $40. The
refilling charge is $10.
Each year, :«M0 extinguishers
are stolen. In addition, the nozzles
from the fire hoses are removed,
Most of the pilfering occurs at
night. Some of the supplies are
discovered and recovered from
students' rooms in May.
Trinity uses an outside company
to repair damages. Al limes it
takes several days for the serviceman to arrive,
Crandall stressed that the firefighting units are for the benefit and
safety of the Trinity population and
not for use by the lire department,
The instructions have to be kept
simple HO the unit can be
"available for untrained personnel," he said.
Last year, three small hull fires
developed in High lli.se in the early
morning hours. Two of them were
put out by .students, Crandall said
the people were also "clearthinking enough" to pull the fire
alarm and awaken the sleeping
occupants.

Women's Studies Collide With Equal Rights
(CPS)- The latest victims of
anti-discrimination laws may be
women's studies departments
which were/begun in the past few
years to combat the male bias of
traditional university curriculums.

administration would like to
think."

Spokeswomen for the women's
college feel that the discrimination
against men serves a legitimate
educational
purpose.
"The
. The Women's Studies College at selective use; of all' women's
the State University of New York classes is fundamental to our
(SUNY) at Buffalo was advised educational growth; it is the
last month that their five all- unique element of our program,
women corses must be discon- and the foundation of our strong,
tinued or they will "simply be national impact on the developbarred" from the University ment of other women's studies
course offerings in Januray, 1976. programs," a Women's Studies
College newsletter claimed.
The courses, which feature
enrollment "for women only,"
Women's Studies
College
violate the Department of Health,
feel that their program is
Education and Welfare. Title IX members
"vital affirmative action
guidelines and the New York State aprogram
for women," according to
Human Rights Law, according to their newsletter.
College
SUNY Counsel and Executive Vice ; members also Women's
accused
President Albert Somit. The Title University of being "incredibly the
lax
IX regulations, which took effect
developing and enforcing an
July 21, prohibit discrimination in in
affirmative action program for
any educational institution which women.
It is obvious," they stated,
receives federal funds.
"that the administration is,
But the Women's Studies College misusing legislation designed to
the
at SUNY is not accepting the ruling protect and advance
without a fight. "We are not educational opportunities for
discontinuing women's studies women in order to threaten the life
classes," a department coor- of a program on this campus
dinator claimed. "That's what the committed to those very goals,"

Curriculum Committee Asks
A Question Fo r Everyone
•it

Do you feel there should be a
maximum, limit on the number of
courses a student may take in
his/her major field and apply
towards credit for graduation?
This • is an issue ' which the
Curriculum Committee is now
considering and on which the
Committee will soon be.voting. We,
the four student members of the
Committee, would very much'like
your feelings on this iss,ue--if it
concerns you, as students-and the
reasons you support or do not
support it.
"•'
At present, there is no maximum
numberof courses a student may
take in his/her major field,
although there is a minimum
number. Trinity has no distribution
requirements, though at the same
time, being a liberal arts college,
Trinity does encourage students to
take a broad range of courses and

experience as many different types
of-academic areas as-possible.
The rationale in establishing a
maximum number of courses (18 is
one suggested number) allowable
towards graduation credit in a
student's major field is to help
broaden the scope of education at
Trinity without dictating exactly ;
what program a student must take.'
Please let us know before
Thursday, Oct. 16 if you have any
strong feelings one .way or the'
other on this curriculum issue
which may effect the student body
as a whole, if not you as an individual,
Martha Cohen, Box 1845
JimEssey,Box718
Maureen Healy, Box 964
Lindy Lewis, Box 991

A spokeswoman for the Women's
Studies College said that SUNY at
Buffalo is not the only women's
department which offers courses
Mfor women only," but administrators at other university
women's departments agreed-that
the practice of keeping men out of
classes, was both illegal and selfdefeating.

"Men aren't really encouraged
to take classes in our department,"
a faculty member of the women's
studies department at Sacramento
State University said. "The classes
are set up for women, with a
feminist perspective, They just
don't attract that many men. But it
would be discriminatory to exclude
them altogether."

"I don't think, it would be consistent with the philosophy we have
here," a spokeswoman, for the
women's studies department of
Kansas University said. "We think
educating men is a basic part of
people being able to change the
whole social situation."

One argument in favor of allwomen courses is that women
would feel more freedom to speak
out about their shared problems
without men in the classroom.
Women's studies faculty member,
sympathized with this feeling but
most felt those problems should be

attacked outside the classroom,
"It's useful for consciousnessraising groups but not necessarily
in class," the Kansas University
spokeswoman added,
Other women's studies departments have found it unnecessarylo
consider offering ail-women
classes. "It's discriminatory and
we couldn't have done it here,"
Judy Wanhala, an1 administrative
associate at (lit. University o(
Minnesota women's studies
department said. "Hut a lot "'
courses etui up bem^ all women
anyway. I taught a course last
summer for M people and there
were no men in it at all."

Cambodian Horror Tales —
Were They True?
BANGKOK—As
the
last
American newsman to leave
Cambodia on May 8, I witnessed
the battle, of Phnpm Penh, interviewed hundreds of persons at
the French embassy and traveled
by road through Khmer Rouge
territory on the last convoy out.
Stories of a bloodbath, as
reported by other news agencies,
cannot be verified, and there is
every indication that many of the
accounts are outright lies.
For example, Associated Press
reported that French women were
raped and had broken bottles put in
their vaginas. I spent almost two
weeks in the intensive care section
of the makeshift French hospital in
the embassy dining room and
spoke with French doctors and
nurses.
None of us ever saw any of the
"rape" victims.
This reporter and several
French and other Westerners
informed AP in Bangkok that their
reports were false. AP and UPI
reporters then checked with Dr.
Bernard Piquart, whom AP in
Paris quoted as the source for the
bloodbath story. He told reporters
the story was "absolutely false "
An AP reporter here, somi'what
embarrassed about the story, sairi

"you are right." He could not
understand why AP put out the
story without checking the source
first.
From what I saw, the Khmer
Rouge were extremely lenient. For
example, many "Sunday hunters,"
French mercenaries who enjoyed
snipping at Khmer Rouge troops
for pleasure, and some Americans
with CIA connections took refuge
in the French embassy.
The Khmer Rouge, who had
agents inside the compounds, knew
their names and reported on their
radio that known "war criminals"
were hiding inside the embciKKy,
Yet they allowed them all to leavt'
the country, wanting to avoid an
international incident.
One American, former <»reen
Beret Douglas Sapper, public!)
boasted he was planning So take a
submachinegun, given him b\
Associated Press fomsfKwdcn'
Matt Franjoia the iiay the
Americans left I-'hnoiH i'«ih, am!
raise the American flag al the I'.S
Embassy* killing as tnany
"Commies as I can."
Vet Siappffi u;*» iff!»* >•.' r?j»« •„>'
Americans in s^k rrfu^e <;. u*>
French KiMl.awu fi*> :n,t;Mk,'ni '.,
get out «Ki th* firs! "(ifiv.i. ," »
truek with S\rlr»". si.».»<»»••• '

the New York Times ami seven
Soviet 1'iti/eas Tlie Khmer Kot#
who knew of Sapper's threats, i«
him nut. as well ;<s some W
nalisLs \Uiu wtve rumored to <*
working for American mttllige'r
ajjem te.s Sapper now is wmw I
tor A*.MK'iate<l I'rt'ss
[l

a<
fa

m

Then- have been otter * l » r ' t fo
linns HI the < mwagt 1 from ^
I so
b<Kiia Associated Press asked»M;
tii take over their bureau, P*- '
f "amlxxtuii staff tiieinliers ana ' i
for them ,tswfll;«sPN.S after ""K
hastv \mene.tn »i«»iKirture.
^

"c
hi

I r. 1M) ri«il NUwtthe

" r« . p i W(
R o u g eV t i m . p s told Phnom
Koveruinent soldiers that , ||.. ^
wpn- "Irt-others" and thai tW J p .
not want t« kill «h<?m. Thert» ^ ,
•Mian Al
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News Analysis

Conference Examines Prison Myths
6y Steve Salky
As evidenced by this gathering,
The abuses and inadequacies of economics, as well as the rising
our entire criminal justice system rate of recidivism among inare becoming more recognizable carcerated offenders, is forcing a
as the numbers already choking it slow movement toward alterincrease. With the crime rate natives.
continuing to rise, the most
abusive aspects of that system, the
The conference was divided into
prisons, are coming under two types of sessions. In one,
powerful attack.
specialists lectured on general
issues and were concerned with
making the case for the greater
Fortunately, the First National utilization of the many available
Conference on Alternatives to alternatives. Smaller workshops
Incarceration, held in Boston, did were devoted primarily to the
not merely concern itself with discussion of specific alternatives.
attacking and exposing the myth
that prisons deter crime in our The topics included pre-trial
society. Rather, almost 1500 diversion, decriminalization, halfcriminal justice practitioners arid way houses, work and educational
interested citizens from throughout release, probation, parole, and
the country spent threeproductive community release programs.
days exchanging ideas and inA strong minority of conferees
formations (with a minimum of
political rhetoric) on how to were in favor of the complete
develop reasonable alternatives. abolition of prisons. They had their

moment when the Emerson
College and Norfolk State Prison
debate teams participated in a
special debate on the desireabiliry
of abolition.
The majority seemed primarily
interested in the reform of our
existing institutions. In addition,
they stressed the causes of
criminal activity should be attacked through such alternatives
as drug treatment centers or
educational release programs, and
not through incarceration.

by Martin Kanoff

This past April, a proposal
handed to the vice-president of the
College went unnoticed. More
pressing matters arose—the
selection of a new Career Counselor and the funding for the
Mather Hall extension. The
proposal promised Trinity at least
$2400 per annum, and cover the
initial investment of remodeling 76
Vernon in three years, giving a
profit in the following years.

removal of the bar in the upper
back room (which could have been
auctioned off to the iraternities,
proceeds to the College), division
of the aforementioned room into
two double-size rooms with the
potential of sleeping two students,
and the addition of three to five
sets of student equipment (beds,
desks, chairs, and closets)—would
not cost much. The kitchen
potentially
would
need
remodification to enable the
initiation of a kosher meal
plan—which would relieve some
strain on the Mather Hall dining
facility and offer a tasty alternative to SAGA food.

Hillel would not be so selfish to
take the facility only for itself.
Following the Biblical dictum to
"love thy neighbor as thyself",
Hillel would—as it has—welcome
What was this money-saving all on campus to utilize the facility.
proposal? Merely that Trinity Programs such as the Poet-inHillel be allowed to move its house Residence could be held in 76
from the inconvenient 30 Crescent Vernon and thus relieve the
St. facility to 76 Vernon St.
problem of overuse of other
facilities on campus (e.g. McCook
The new additions that would Auditorium).
have been necessary—a shower (to
enable students to live there),
Other ideas for non-Hillel

criminal activity. Their rate of
recidivism is an alarming 75%.
The final keynote address by
Jessica Mitford, an opinionated
authority on our prison system,
was highly critical of the conference's activities and accomplishments. However, I felt the
conference to be an extremely
useful exercise in exchanging
information as well as attempting
to unite those progressive individuals now involved in our
deteriorating criminal justice
system.

Uniting the World in Melody
by C.P. Stewart
Marines. Catchy, huh? Actually,
I shouldn't have said it. I'm sorry.
Everyone's bored to.tears by the
subject. Snake even said he was
tired of everyone talking about
suspension this and sit-in that.

TX: You Blew it, Trinity'
The facts can now be revealed.
Trinity lost the chance to make
some money in the reopening of the
facility at 76 Vernon St., formerly
the TX fraternity house. Had a
certain proposal been accepted—or even considered— this
past spring, the facility would be
open seven days a week, fully
accessible to the entire campus.

Senator Birch Bayh, in
delivering the initial keynote
address, focused the attention of
the conference on the special need
of developing alternatives to the
institutionalization of juveniles. He
was especially concerned with
those runaways, truants, and
others who commit crimes for
which no adult could be
prosecuted. As he aptly pointed
out, by placing these "status offenders" in institutions, we are in
most cases only insuring that they
pursue a road of more serious

utilization of the facility under
Hillel auspices include a study
center (with coffee) for latenighters, extra classroom space
for overcrowded departments, and
a comfortable meeting place for
small groups such as La Voz
Latina.
Furthermore, the housing of
three to five students in 76 Vernon
would open from one to three
additional spaces in the dorms,
which some freshmen would well
appreciate each April.
However, due to the nearsightedness of those in power,
Trinity will lose more money on
expenditures that do not benefit its
students.
This
lack
of
foresightedness was kept under
wraps until this time at the request
of a certain administrator, but
since the plans for 76 Vernon St.
have been leaked and learned—however belatedly—this
effort to inform the campus is
being made. .
This remodeling of 76 Vernon
will be remembered as the time
Trinity could have sayed money,
but blew it!

Music. How's that?
Chatting over dinner one night it
came to my attention that what we
need is a musical economy. The
wealth could be spread around
"laissez-faire" to all those who had
ears to listen. The free enterprise
system could thrive to the tune of
billions of dollars. Record companies, stereo component dealers,
water bed makers, and cassette
salesmen would all profit, not to
mention hearing aid manufacturers.
I was rapping to Elton John one
day and I mentioned my idea to
him. He said it was great and
would be especially advantageous
for his glasses industry. "Why,
with a music economy my funky
glasses will sell for thousands a
pair, with all those kids buying in
on the market." I told him that that
was against all principles of this
type of economy. Selling glasses
for thousands would cripple the
idea. The price hike wouldn't be
harmonious with the new trend. So
he compromised and said he would
put a price freeze on his glasses but
only on those with furry lining and
sequins. All other glasses including
ones with remote control windshield wipers would be excluded
from the freeze. I thought that was
fair enough considering all he's
done for our car listening enjoyment, but I began to worry that
we weren't going to get this new
system up to high volume if we had
to keep making compromises like
these.
To console myself I envisioned a
group of corporate music men
heading up this cabaret. When they
came to work they'd plug in the
headphones and play musical

chairs. (Probably not much of a
change from what they do now.)
When it comes time to make a
decision the executive who is
seated at the end of a rousing round
of musical chairs gets to have his
choice. Democratic, or what?
All learning would be done in
songs and teachers could give tests
in which you had to finish each
essay by the time an album was
over. If you didn't know the answer
at least you could get up and dance
in the classroom, All grades would
be scaled from A minor to a G cleff
in which case you have to see the
principal and sing "Take Me Out to
The Ball Game" to him one hundred times.
One more advantage to a tunedin society is that during wartime,
buildings of speakers could be
constructed around our great
metropolises blaring music that
would be unbearable to the
enemies ears.
Noise pollution, after all, can't be
worse than air pollution.
So, whistle while you work. We'll
unite the world in melody.

High-Rise
Smokeout
Last night a smoke bomb was set
off on the 7th floor of High Rise,
resulting in the evacuation of the
entire dormitory.
According
to
Security
spokesman, the alarm was turned
in at 9:50. Students returned to the
building at approximately 10:20
after the building was ventilated.
No suspects have yet been
named.

Medical Students: How Old Is Too Old?
of Chicago admitted it discouraged
applicants over 30 who did not have
advanced degrees.
John Cannon, Mrs. Cannon's
husband and attorney, said the
school admissions policy not only
Call it discrimination or call it discriminates against age but also
acceptable admissions policy; the against sex, since, after the most
fact is that, at a time when as common child-bearing years, a
many as 40 people may compete woman wishing to return to
for one medical school slot, medical school would be too old by
someone over 30 with hopes of most schools' standards. From one
being a doctor will have a school, Cannon said, he received a
phenomenally tough time realizing letter flatly stating that his wife's
his or her goal. As one medical application would have been
school administrator in California rejected on the basis of age
put it, older applicants must whether it came from a man or a
"clearly show why we should take woman.
him over another applicant.
Everything else being equal betRichard Sullivan, 36, is suing
ween two candidates, youth should Tufts
University Medical School.
weigh."
Sullivan taught biochemistry and
pharmacology for four years at the
Recently, some people have school he was rejected from. A
challenged this policy as violating lower court ruled in Sullivan's
their rights. Suits charging age favor but Tufts has appealed to a
.discrimination have been filed higher court.
against Tufts University School of
Rejected from the 13 medical
Medicine and University of schools he applied to, Sullivan was
Chicago's Pritzker School of told by some that his age was the
Medicine. Duke University Medical deciding factor. The admissions
School felt concerned enough about director at Duke University
threatened lawsuits to drop.\5 age Medical School, before that school
policy this year.
changed its policy, sent back
Facing a suit by Geraldine Sullivan's application and check,
Unnon - over 30 - the University stating that he could not "in good
(CPS) - Browse through the
catalogue of a medical school, and
you are likely to come across a line
discouraging people over 26, 30 or
some other age from applying.

conscience" consider it because of
Sullivan's age.
,
Sullivan and Cannon are fortunate in one sense. Their
respective states - Massachusetts
and Illinois - have specific laws
forbidding age discrimination.
Many states do not, and no
federal law deals with age
discrimination in education, HEW
regulations deal with civil rights
concerning race, religion, national
origin and sex but not age.
Nor does the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission deal with
age grievances. The only, federal
law
dealing
with
age
discrimination is the AgeDiscrimination Act, enforced by
the Department of Labor. It deals
strictly with employment matters
for people ages 40 to 65.
The US Constitution provides
little protection against age
discrimination in education. The
reasoning, speculated Bob Gillin,
an attorney for the National Senior
Citizens Law Center in Los
Angeles, is that "education is not a
fundamental,
constitutionally
protected right. It is expressly or
implicitly included in the Bill of
Rights. The state would be free to
classify groups on the basis of age
if it wants - provided it doesn't
violate specific provisions of the

Bill of Rights, such, as those for
color, sex and religion."
But there is a constitutional
argument based on the principle of
due process and the 14th amendment, which guarantees equal
opportunity, contends Howard
Eglit, a law professor at Kent Law
School in Chicago and an authority
on the rights of the elderly. There
is no judicial precedent, however,
and Eglit concedes that "wheter a
court
would
buy
it
is
questionable."
But the rationale for age policies
used by medical school administrators is "phoney," Eglit
insists.
The mainstay of that reasoning
is that society will not get
maximum service from an older
student. Yearly medical school
costs for one student are estimated
at $15,000. The student pays only a
portion of the total amount: the
maximum yearly tuition at a
private medical school is about
$5,000; at a state school, it costs the
student much less.

serve," Riley said, "and older
students are not as apt to stick with
it. That is part of the economics of
education."
The University of Colorado has
no set cut-off age, Riley said, but it
views applicants "with increasing
caution as they go above thirty."
Riley admitted there was
discrimination of sorts. "The
whole process of admission is a
process of discrimination. You
weigh academic ability, the ability
to relate to patients. What do you
do when so many people apply? If
you discriminate because of
illogical things, that is a basis for
litigation. But if you discriminate
on ability and staying potential,
that is justifiable discrimination.
There are so darn many excellent
candidates who are younger that it
would be a dirty trick on younger
people to accept many older applicants."

For one school, the age policy
may be formal. For another, it
may be casual and "no big deal."
But in one form or another, age
Due to the high costs, students discrimination is practiced in
over 30 years are "a definite risk medical schools across the
factor," said Dr. Conrad Riley, country. And these schools may
associate dean for admissions at soon find themselves in court
with
charges
of
the University of Colorado Medical faced
School. "There is less time to discrimination.
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Letters
summary
response
We stand accused and convicted
of depriving the Marines of the
right to recruit on campus and the
right of members of this campus to
be gainfully employed in the
service of the armed forces. It is
assumed- that we, a minority,
forcibly imposed our will on the
majority and thus feclipsed the
students' imaginary democratic
rights. How can we refer to
"morality" in the face of such
facts? because there are some
uncounted votes. We have a silent
majority of our own - the faceless
millions who are the victims of the
unnanwsd My Lai's, bombings,
shellings, and the chemical warfare that the military is accountable for. There is so much
talk of "rights", but the right to life
always seems to slip by unnoticed,
at least as long as it is transgressed
far from home and in the "national
interest." Institutionalized murder
is murder none, the less, the
alliance of the Marines with the
powers that be does not bless the
pitiless human sacrifices inherent
in its existence. We who sat in on
Monday feel that if one is confronted by a regime that pursues
policies destructive to human life
and human values, one has a moral
obligation to deny the majority of
its chosen leader, irrespective of
its "rights." We feel that the
claims of individual rights are
invalidated by the universal right
to life. The administration of
Trinity College disagrees, with this
view and would apparently prefer
that the militarist regimes of this
age pass by unnoticed in the interest of the maintenance of
normalcy.
We realized, before we sat in,
that we were to be subject to
disciplinary action, and we realize
that the decision of our censure
.was not made in a moral vacuum,
yet we must still protest, We
recognize our censure as a legal
action
devoid
of
moral
significance. We are not impressed
with an institutional stand which
derogates the universal right to life
to impartiality and the individual

rights of "Trinity students. We
therefore reply with a moral
censure of the administration and
trustees and hope that their ethical
sensitivity will be aroused and
reveal to them that there is only
room for life-affirming values at
Trinity.
Sincerely,
Fred Lahey
John Abbott
Joe Cohen
Margie Sutro
Peter Jessop
Susan Egbert
Bill Flowerree
JudyLederer
Debby Davis
Jim Furlong
George Roberts

autonomous
entity?
To the Editor:
Last Monday's demonstration
was perhaps, to some, a dubious
success. The administration did
not send the Marines home for
good, nor even for the day. Instead
Major Larkiri & Co., after waiting
til several students had been
suspended, volunteered to come
back another time - seeing that
they weren't going to "do any
business" that day (apt terminology for the "market-place of
ideas.").
Yet, despite the school's and the
Marines' intransigence, the
suspensions, and the fact that the
Marines will surely be back,
Monday's protest was a victory.
James Baldwin once described
progress as the ability for people to
see through and expose the arsenal
of myths that prop up society. It is
in this light that the sit-in can be
considered a success.
The administration's responses
to Monday's actions reveal much
about the inner workings of the
college. Trinity's stance. on
recruitment was based wholly on
the principle of "Academic
Neutrality" - that mystical notion
which severs the university from
the society which has made the
university system possible. Under
such a principle the university is
an ideological arctic; political,
social arid economic forces become
frozen and (magically) transformed from realities into issues
and ideas. Academic Neutrality is
that marvelous concept which, in

Tripod
Editor-in-Chief
Mark He

the '60's, allowed Military Marine Corps. Here we have an
recruitment,
ROTC,
ad- issue that, quite curiously, is
ministrative, complicity with neutral in the affirmative ("perSelective Service, and Defense mitting recruitment), and partisan
contracts at the university while in the negative (disallowing
the VietNam War was considered recruitment). Or to restate the
an "open question", to be debated case: In legitimizing Marine
recruitment the college remains
in the free forum of ideas.
neutral on the question of the
Marines' legitimacy.
Last Monday, the Trinity adThe myth of neutrality aside, the
ministration invoked Academic college, far from being separate
Neutrality (in the form of "Free from society at large, is an integral
Recruitment") as the rationale for part of it. "Free Recruitment,"
allowing marine recruitment. Free " I m p a r t i a l S c h o l a r s h i p " ,
Recruitment upholds the right of "Neutrality" are all the currency
any legitimate organization to in the Academic Market. And ideas
have access to Trinity college; we are the commodities, to be probed,
were told last Monday. And by pushed, and consumed. The
permitting Marine recruitment the military, which maintains and
college remained • impartial, supports the University system,
whereas to deny the Marines a seeks returns on its investments
place on campus would involve through recruitment j it is not a
making a partisan stand. Can the priviledge, but an earned dividend.
contradiction be any more blatant? The college - that supposed
Built into the principle of Free autonomous entity - is and always
Recruitment is a definite moral has been a tool and servant of
and political stance, in as much as power structures in America.
the policy states legitimacy as a
Mac Margolis'77
stipulation of Free Recruitment,
Yet, the inconsistent is subtle as
well, for the issue of Free
Recruitment is presented so as to
appear unconditionalFor the
college to set the conditions of who Dear Editor:
Having read with some care the
can and cannot recruit oh campus
would be antithetical to the in- two papers handed about constitution's neutrality - so the of- cerning the Marines' recruiting
ficial jargon goes. Thus, and freedom of speech, one had a
legitimacy is not even an issue but dreary, feeling of deja vu. Why
an assumption; a question the attack the Marines because, after
college has deferred to legal all, they are only obeying
definition. This is no more neutral someone's orders. For my part I
and implies no less of a moral am glad and proud that they were
posture than those men convicted at Belleau Wood, Iwo Jima and lots
at Nuremburg for "just following of other places. But then the
orders". For they too assumed the argument seems to shift to all
legitimacy of their prescribed armed forces, and one is baffled to
figure out the relevance. But it
orders: genocide.
may be said that where Marines
The concept of Academic are stationed abroad, in the vast
Neutrality, as well as being a majority of instances they are
myth, is a highly contradictory there as guards to our embassies.
policy; Though protesters were
The only other comment I would
suspended in order that the make on the mimeographed sheet
Marines might freely recruit, we is that the trees that made the
were assured that the college was paper could easily have come from
making no value judgement on the an ITT forest, been sawed by a GE
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Potter's field

I feel that an explanation of why
the Tripod has been printing the
cartoons of Greg Potter, and an
explanation of Mr. Potter's intent Dear Kim, Deborah, Susan, Judy,
is warranted. I do not recognize a Margi and Alan,
In answer to your letter about
positive role for bigotry and
sexism in a college newspaper, or I my "reactionary artwork" in my
do not recognize a positive role for last two MOWSE strips, let me say
a newspaper which finds a place first of all that I'm sorry if I've
offended your sensibilities. A
for such a backward way of
comic strip artist's primary obthinking.
SincereIy)
jective.is laughter. Obviously, I've
Frederic IL.Yahey failed as far as you are concerned.
However, I don't believe the cause
of that failure lies in my strip.
Yes, I used stereotype characters in my last two strips. Many
comic strip artists use stereotypes.
To the Editor:
you ever read or heard of
Last week the Tripod printed a (Haven't
"L'il Abner"?) But we do NOT use
perceptive, well-written letter of stereotypes
to condemn. Nor do we
criticism concerning the racist use stereotypes
to point the finger
content of your "Mowse" cartoon. and say, "Aha! That's
how people
It is disconcerting that, rather than really
are!" Comic strip artists are
trying to remedy the stereotypical intelligent.
(Many of us have
bent of his cartoon strip, Greg
educations.) We realize
Potter was chosen instead to ex- , college
what stereotypes are. I was not
press an equally preverse sexist implying,
in my last strip, for
viewpoint. The feminist movement instance, that
all women who favor
in America is succeeding in Women's
smoke cigars, sport
destroying such long-standing masculineLib
biceps
and beat up on
female stereotypes as 'woman-assex-object' and 'woman-as- male chauvinists.
housewife'. Unfortunately, those
I used the stereotypes in my last
who are too backward-or simply
too threatened--to accept this two strips for the purpose of
changing attitude find it necessary laughter. What is more laughable
to fill the gap with new than a stereotype? (Witness Archie
stereotypes:
'feminist-as-cigar- Bunker on television. Surely a
smoking dyke.' It is this laughable stereotype.)
phenomenon that Alan Golanski
This is not to say that I conhas so perfectly described as
demned those stereotypes by
"reactionary art."
Society is in the painfully slow setting them up as laughable. This
but irreversible process of ac- is not the comic strip artist's ohcepting a changing female role. Is jective. (It may be the objective of
it too much to ask that the Tripod's a political cartoonist, but I am not
one of those,) I was creating
editors do their small part and ;;ay
characters (something tuttro.-s
NO to this sort of blatant sexism?
Susan
Egiit-rt is sure 10 unKim Freeark '7G
derstand* with those Mcwniyi**-Deborah Davis <w
funnv characters. And as ,.h<Susan Egbert'm
creator
oi (hose cturaders. i <j«>
JudyLederer'76
Margi Sutro'76 have an wnouonal ...vdlvc.tfnt
with them. I love them. Thus. 1 do

saw
under
Westinghouse
floodlights and recorded on an IBM
machine. I further hope that no one
will fly home over Thanksgiving
because surely they will be held
aloft by P r a t t and Whitney,
engines. By the logic implicit in the
statement on the manifesto (I
presume to imagine that that is
what this kind of document would
like to be called) one may not even
own United States Government
Bonds.
As for the ditto page and the
discussion of freedom of speech,
the less said about that inanity the
better. The authors of these two
sheets were well advised to cloak
themselves in anonymity.
Far more serious than these
tergiversations for the community,
and because the sheets do not say
so, may I add intellectual community, is that constituted individuals were prevented from
performing their duties. To protest
is one thing, I am willing to defend
it as a function of academe, but the
use of force, active or passive, is
quite a" different thing. It is
curiously myopic not to recognize
the difference. We are ill-served by
the semi-informed and ill-read; a
little learning can be a very ,
dangerous thing.
Why, pray, do these people not
sit in the hold of a grain ship
loading for Russia, or better yet on
themselves who, by wasting paper
are contributing to the destruction
of our forests.
Sincerely yours,
Norton Downs
Professor of History
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act of love
Dear Editor,
In the interest of pacifism,
tranquility and the right to life, I
offer the following observation of
the myriad arguements over the
disruption of Marine recruitment
at Trinity. I feel it is imperative
that every responsible student and
faculty member ask themselves
(continued on page 8)
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others. My little bushman was not
the I
a tool to condemn the Black. My
are
huge, muscular "Wimmen's"
victii
Libber was not a tool to condemn
By
the Women's Lib movement. To
favoj

use my characters as such would
be to condemn them as I condemn
their "real world counterparts"
(although no "real-world" counterparts of these characters exist,
for they are stereotypes). I would
not betray these characters I love
by using them as weapons. Tliey
mean much, much more than that
to me. These characters have a life
of their own.
You regard my characters as a
threat. My characters are fantasy
characters. No one believes they
are real. Relax and laugh, then. I
mean no threat. I am an artist,
working in an" art form. That you
do not understand how and to what
ends that art form works is obvious. And understandable. Fey
people regard the comic strip
medium as deserving of .serious
contemplation and only half u"'
derstand its true impact...as you
only half understand what the
comk strip is and does.
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To you I say: it is a poor
who does not understand tne
creative process he criticizes.
As for Mr. Golanski, the Trip*
received only one letter protesting
the little bushmari in my strip™
two weeks ago. That was 1ft":
Golanski's letter. I f'"'
reassuring that no Black studeni
protested that strip. Perhaps ««
Black population at Triniiy »
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A Threat to Democracy
by Ray Bar glow, Visiting
Assistant Prof, of Philosophy
Some students talk about
democracy and reject the right of
thirty students or so to sit-in
against military recruiting. But
doesn't democracy mean that
those who are affected by policies
(in this case, military ones) have a
hand in deciding them? And does
not U.S. military policy have grave
world-wide consequences? Trinity
students have not suffered from
the napalm, bombs, and herbicides
that the U.S. military used in IndoChina. Nor are Trinity students
likely to suffer in this way in the
future, unless world-wide nuclear
war occurs. The U.S. has over 3000
military bases abroad; the influence is global. It seems clear,
then, that democracy, as applied to
the case of the military, requires
that the peoples of the world have a
say in determining what the
military does to them.
A free discussion of global
dimensions, conducted perhaps by
an international agency, and a
world-wide referendum about the
desirability of U.S. military
policies, would be democratic. I
suspect that those involved in the
actions of recent days against the
military would welcome such
authentic democracy.
Do the Marines and their
prospective recruits on this
campus have a right to free speech
which the demonstrators violated?
Two points are of crucial importance here. First, the Marines
are here to recruit (an action), and
not merely to engage in an exchange of ideas. So it is a freedom
to act, not only a freedom to speak,
that is in question here.
Second, that freedom to act is
incompatible with the freedom of
peoples abroad to survive. When
.'two things are incompatible; you
cannot stand for both. If you are in
favor of the freedom of the master,
you are against the freedom of the
slave; if you are in favor of the
freedom of the prison-keeper, you
are against the freedom of the
prisoner; and if you are in favor of
the freedom of the military, you
are against the freedom of its
victims.
By the same token, if you are in
favor of the freedom of persons
throughout the Third World to
determine their own lives as they
wish, then you cannot be in favor of
freedom for the United States war
machine. This, as I understand it,
is the logic of the demonstrators;
our case is based on a respect for
freedom. Precisely for this reason,
we oppose U.S. military recruitment on this campus and
everywhere else.
Student outrage against the
protestors:
Some five hundred students have
signed a petition opposing the sit-in
demonstration. Are Trinity
students also outraged at the fact
that military regimes in Chile and
Brazil, supported by U.S. government and military, torture
members of the political opposition? Is there outrage that we
support a fascist government in

Spam, and in many other countries
also? Many Trinity students express their outrage and concern for
freedom rather selectively.. It
seems that the criterion of their
apparently unprincipled concern is
as follows: if it happens far away
we don't give a damn. Torture,
starvation, prisons, the danger of
nuclear annihilation - these things
don't matter much as long as they
do not erupt into daily life here at
Trinity. The Trinity faculty, it is
important to add, is, on the whole,
as cynical and apathetic as
students. Professors (with exceptions) administer, unintentionally perhaps, a soothing
educational anesthetic to students,
and students calmly continue their
sleep. I am very thankful to the
group of radicals that has in the
past few weeks done their best to
awaken the campus. I hope that in
the future this group will grow, and
that we will work together to
protest non violently the Marine
presence on campus.

...and to Happiness
by Bill Puka,
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I thought I might express an
attitude we all could share regarding the military and government
policymakers both here and
abroad. It is an attitude which
might provide a firm ground for
unity among us. Since it is
currently my attitude, I'll express
it personally.
Like most people, I assume, I'm
interested in finding happiness,
living in peace, having people I
care about around me and having
them be happy and well. I assume
Russians and Chileans feel this
way also, most of them anyway.
Due to our military and foreign
policies (and to some extent those
of other governments), there are
nuclear missiles aimed at me,
threatening my very existence and
that of all I love. There are literally

Everybody Out ofStep But. *
by Walter Lawn
and His Tapeworm
The suspension of several
students for sitting in at the Career
Counseling Office when the
Marines wanted to recruit there
has at last tied the package up into
a tight little knot. Everybody is
now in the wrong.
The Marines are in the wrong
because they are Marines. Even
without our glasses on we (my
tapeworm and I) can recognize
them as an immoral institution, as
we think most people can. Killing is
not an honorable profession.
The Protest the Protest
Petitioners are in the wrong too.
Certainly the Marines have every
legal right to recruit on our
campus; but anyone who supports
them in that right has missed the
ethical boat. If the Marines want to
defend their right, let them; they
are fully capable. (Call, out the
National Guard!) We shouldn't
support them, though. They are,
after all, merchants of death, even
if they are legally enfranchised.
The College is in the wrong
because Suspension, especially as
a prelude to police action, is too
extreme. It would be more ap-

propriate, we believe, to sentence
each protester to copying out, in
legible longhand, one page of
Webster's Unabridged.
Which brings us to the protesters
themselves; They are in the wrong
not so much because they in>
terfered with freedom of speech
and the intellectual freedom of an
academic community, though they
did. They are wrong because they
were stupid.
We have, long been convinced
that everyone in this world, including ourselves, is stupid. Occasionally, however, some people
will indulge in such outrageous
stupidity that therestof us must be
discouraged by it.
In the 1960's our elder brothers
and sisters helped' to change this
country and in no small way to
change the world. There was a
small-scale "revolution in this
country. In such a context, a battle
against Marine recruiters on a
single campus could be significant
to the outcome of the entire conflict. Now the revolution has turned
to the much less glorious mopping
up, and to the tedious task of reeducation.

A member of this community has
suggested that a more appropriate
recruiter to protest would be the
representative of the Harvard
Business School. That way lies
significant moral reform. If the
protesters had succeeded in
stopping recruitment, they would
only have succeeded in bringing
back the draft. That way lies moral
disarmament. Better to leave
people their right to choose than to
impress unwilling boys.
We said that we found the protest
discouraging. But there is hope in
the fact that people, both administrators and students, were
willing to spend so much energy on
the matter. The energy and the
dedication are there; if we are only
willing to expend them on the less
showy but more significant issues
which meet us daily-equal employment, governmental reform,
the easing of economic hardship, to
name only a few--we may be able
to make real the ideals of the
reformers of the last decade. If we
simply try to imitate their methods
we may lose everything they
gained.

millions of people all over the
world, toward whom I feel no illwill, who despite me and people I
care about, just because "we are
Americans and because Aftieijca
and its military have made their
lives a' living hell or dying'nightmare. Many of those very soldiers
died through their aggression or
returned maimed and suffering.
Their families suffered. Of these
soldiers, many were people I care
about; life-long friends. Arid as I
see it, the Marines and our foreign
policy caused these tragedies to
happen to them arid to those they
slaughtered: people like themselves.
From my point of view, the
Marines and those who consider
joining them pose a threat to me in
these ways, and a threat to all
those I hold dear. They threaten
the children I may have because
they are planting now the seeds of
future military drafts and wars.
They threaten and destroy the
well-being of much of the world.
From this perspective I don't
know how I am to take the
argument that I cannot confront
these threats on the lives and
happiness of so many people now
and in the future on the basis of an
abstractly conceived procedural
argument derived speciously from
our first amendment freedoms.
The Marines and those who talk
with them with the intent of
possibly joining up are not just
engaging "in small talk. They are
not presenting a case to be argued
for the sake of debate. They are
furnishing the necessary raw
materials for events such as
Vietnam and, I note, not for
protecting my apartment from
Viet-Cong tanks. Think of what
these people are doing to so many
just like you. Think of the threat
they pose to your happiness ind all
the people you care about. In that
rare instance when you speak or
act to oppose a political evil, do you
really think you should oppose
those who non-violently sit -in a
doorway versus those whose very
function has' turned out to be
violating the peace, and doing so
not for the sale of maintaining it?
Please join us as we join you in
trying to have some effect on this
intolerable situation which faces us
all.
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More Letters
everybody happy
To the Editor:
Everyone will be happy to learn
that there are still a few openings
for students of all classes on the
Mather Hall Board of Governors. If
you would like tp serve on this
body, and help bring concerts,
speakers or cultural events to
Trinity, please notify me of your
interest, at box 1388. The Board
will consider all applications and
will make several appointments
shortly.
Sincerely,
Larry Golden
Chairperson, MBOG

gratifying
Dear Sir:

1 would like to take this chance to
thank all of those who voted for me
in this past Thursday's Freshmen
S.G.A. election. I find it very
gratifying for me to have been
elected, and I ask all Freshmen to
watch what I do and say, because I
don't have to be re-elected if you
don't think that I should be.
All 246 Freshmen who voted
should be commended, and I and
the other eight people you elected
are here to work hard for you and
listen to you. We Freshmen of the
Student Government Association
have a lot to live up to. We must do

VE nV5TR\SE fteove TW= fionnwES OF T H E
SYSTEM AND IMV0W& OURSELVES IW THE
s o u m o u s TO

RSOOr

Instructor of Philosophy

We are concerned that several
professors were upset about the
last course evaluation and are
setting up a committee to review
the entire course evaluation
process.; Among the topics under
review will be the issue of
anonymous student responses. We
are inviting three faculty members
Dear Dr. Heeren:
and one administrator to serve
I am writing to apologize for the with five students on this comuse of a comment which included mittee.
profanity which appeared in the
Our goal is to produce course
summary of student comments in evaluations which will be comj
the Spring 1975 Evaluation of prehensive, candid and fair ant|
Undergraduate Courses at Trinity thus valuable to both students and
College. Our policy in the future faculty.
will be not to use profanity,
Very truly yours,
because its offensiveness generally
Sheila Driscoll
outweighs its value.
'
our best. We owe that to all Freshmen.
Yours Sincerely,
* Bennett B.Wethered, '79

. , . PERSOMflLiy, I EWTOY
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A Statement on Marine Recruitment on Campus
by Samuel Hendel,
Professor of Political Science

of radical causes"? Have they so recall that many heresies of the "Students Against Marines on ,
soon forgotten the history of part have become orthodoxies of Campus" which put their opSamuel Hendel, professor of
repression of radicalism of which the present - including a belief in position in ideological terms. It is
also in direct conflict with the
political science at Trinity College,
the Palmer raids and Mc- democracy itself?
is a vice-chairperson and a
And what should be the operating position of the American Civil
Denial of access to particular Carthyism are merely dramatic
member of the Board of Directors doctrines or information is a tactic, and odious symbols?
principle in a college or univer- Liberties Union, a zealous
of civil liberties for all,
of the American Civil Liberties too, that all "guardians," conWhile not relevant to particular sity? Universities existed in defender
which maintains that "any
Union. He is currently teaching a vinced of their superior knowledge cases
of
suppression,
the
concourse in constitutional law at and wisdom, use or seek to use and servative justification for curbs on medieval times and can exist decision to exclude some
Trinity College and a course on often abuse. As Leslie H. Gelb, some forms of expression was without buildings and even without recruiters arising primarily from a
books but they cannot exist in any
controversy...strikes
"The Politics of Confrontation" at director of the task force that
best put by William meaningful sense without freedom political
against the concept of the open
the University of Connecticut Law produced the Pentagon Papers perhaps
Buckley
when
he
wrote
in
up
From
of inquiry and expression. No
School.
wrote "most of our elected and Liberalism that "We believe that college or university is worthy of university and the right of students
to hear all points of view." And it is
I share the abhorrence of some appointed leaders in the national milleniums of intellection have the name if students and faculty not supported by the decisions of
security
establishment
felt
they
served
an
objective
purpose.
fundamentals of American foreign
are not free to examine all ideas the Supreme Court of the United
policy reflected in the "symbolic" had the right - and beyond that the Certain problems have been and pursue them whereever they vStates.
action of a small group of Trinity obligation - to manipulate the disposed of. Certain questions are may lead.
While there has been some
College students who on September American public in the national closed; and with reference to that
One professor argued at the AH
29 th occupied the Career Coun- interest as they defined it." (My fact the conservative orders his life College meeting on October 1st difference of opinion in and out of
seling Office to prevent Marine emphasis.) What else but such and, to the extent he is called upon that Trinity College and the Supreme Court on the nature
recruitment on campus. The tragic intellectual arrogance could result by the circumstances to do so, the presumably American colleges in and extent of First Amendment
fact is that the United States in in My Lai being described "as one life of the community." (My general are not at all places protection of commercial activity
recent decades has become the of our successful operations"? emphasis.) Contrast that with corresponding to the Holmes which involves a form of speech,
major
Counter-revolutionary What else would explain the April Holmes' statementin Abrams v. model - testing grounds for ideas. I the most recent decision of the
power in the world. We have 6, 1965 memorandum of President United States in 1919 that "when think put so baldly this is a gross Supreme Court, Bigelow v.
supported, bolstered, helped Lyndon Johnson to the N.S.A. men have realized that time has exaggeration but to the extent that Virginia, decided June 16, 1975,
create or restore corrupt, decadent which ordered the massive com- upset many fighting faiths, they pursuit of truth is limited or cur- held that even an advertisement of
commercial service - in this case
and fascist regimes, without mitment of American troops in
tailed by trustees, administrators, aabortion
and counseling regard to the welfare of their Vietnam to be kept secret from the
faculties or students - and un- is subjectreferral
to
First
masses, provided only that they
deniably it has often been limited protection. The CourtAmendment
criticized"
were certifiably anti^Communist,
and curtailed - that policy should
The roster is dismal and
"We have supported, bolstered, helped create or restore be opposed and fought not the central assumption" of the
court that "the First
depressing: Chile, Cuba, Vietnam,
corrupt, decadent.and fascist regirnes, without regard to the imitated. Colleges will not be made state
Amendment
guarantees of speech
Guatemala, the Dominican
welfare of their masses, provided only that they were cer- open by competition in the and press are inapplicable to paid
Republic, Greece, Spain, and
selective
suppression
of
access
to
tifiably anti-communist."
commercial advertisements," and
many others. In the process, we
ideas.
added "Our casos, however,
have planted ourselves solidly on
As to the argument of the clearly establish that speech is not
the wrong sia*e of history which in
the long run will no more suc- American People? It, like the may come to believe even more Students Against the Marines on stripped of First Amendment
ceed in staying human progress secret war in Laos, was sure as hell than they believe the very foun- Campus that "each individual is protection merely because it apfrom screaming 'fire' in pears in that form."
than the Holy Alliance of ill-repute. not secret from the enemy.
dations of their own conduct that prohibited
a crowded theatre," the fact is that
We have ignored the counsel of
the
ultimate
good
desired
is
better
If it is argued, finally, that in the
And as a purely pragmatic
President Kennedy that there is a matter, how much of history have reached by free trade in ideas - such action is punishable after a spirit of Martin Luther King men
hearing
in
accordance
with
due
revolution going on in the southern those on the left forgotten when that the best test of truth is the
of law and is not subject to and women Qf conscience must act
half of the globe, Sparked by in- they do not realize that denial of
power of the thought to get itself process
prior restraint by self-appointed against radically unjust laws or
tolerable poverty, misery and access to "loathsome" or
accepted in the competition of the guardians
of the law. The further regulations, I would say that in any
exploitation, which the Com- "corrupting" ideas has been and is market.,.." Which statement do
claim
that
"society curbs free cricumstances resort to civil
munists did not make, although more often and more likely to be you prefer? Which should be the
where the destructive disobedience to curb the opthey seek to ride the crest of its used to bar radical teachers, operating principle
in a speech
ramificatons
of that speech sub- portunity of opposing views to be
wave, and that "those who make radical speakers, and the espousal democracy, particularly when we
stantially
override
the right to expressed and heard is dangerous
peaceful revolution impossible,
speak" is neither an accurate and unworthy because it strikes at
make
violent
revolution
statement of constitutional doc- the heart of a democratic order.
inevitable.'' This focus - of our
trine nor compatible with freedom We should not, I belief, fail to
foreign policy 200 years after the
of expression. In any event, it, too, realize that the task thatiiumane
Declaration of Independence
smacks
of vigilantism if it suggests and liberty-loving people should
betrays the promise of Jefferson
that
each
individual or group has a set themselves - especially in
who thought the flames kindled by
right to decide for itself when to America with it long, valuable, if
the American Revolution would
flawed, democratic tradition - is a
impose curbs on expression,
make tyrants tremble and would
dual one; to redress social ills and
consume the engines of despotism.
It was also argued by some at the build a more just and equal social
In the present case, perhaps All College meeting that recruit- order and to preserve and extend
by Andrew M. Paalborg
But it is also true that those who
John Stuart Mill sums it up best. ment is a purely commercial ac- freedom, because as Camus wrote
would deny freedom of expression
"All silencing of discussion," he tivity and as such its selective and experience shows, "without
As a student of this campus, I
to opposing positions betray
another of our finest and noblest feel compelled to express an said, "is an assumption of in- debarment not in violation of the freedom, industry can be perfected
traditions embodi jd in the First opinion regarding the sit-in protest falibility." The protesters assumed First Amendment or academic but not justice or truth."
that their cause was so just that freedom. This argument runs
Amendment. It is possible to ac- that took place on Sept. 29,
they had to protect the rest of us counter the quoted statements of
I believe that the act of
cept the view of many student
activists - as I do - that our preventing the Marines from from exposure to the Marines.
STATfeMlrNl Ur- UWiMfcHMHH, MANAtiLMhN T AN!I WHCIJI A ' "
As a student here, I will under no
democracy is flawed, respect and recruiting on . this campus
circumstances
tolerate
action
by
amounted
simply
to
the
supshare their desire to build more
Th. trinity Tripod
9-30-75
just and humane societies pression of opinion by a minority my fellow classmates who wish to
shield
me
from
opinions
they
deem
group.
This
is
contradictory
to
the
% B1S.0O
Weekly,
(jfthool year, except: vacations
throughout the world and still
recognize that - whatever the cause notion of freedom of expression as false and dangerous. This is an ....Summit Street, Haptfordj Htld. County, Conn. 06106
- methods which violate and defined in the First Amendment. outright form of censorship, an
anathema to democratic insubvert the basic principles of
iii.<ur;iini,F:i>iiun,Afji>MANAniNr.( i m o u
In the minds of the Founders of
freedom of expression and this nation, the toleration of un- stitutions. It also constituted a
'prior
restraint'
on
expression
that
r _Trustoon of Trinity College, Summit S t . , Hartford, Conn. 0610f>
academic freedom are anti- popular expression was essential
the Supreme Court has ruled
- democratic, anti-civil-libertarian, for the preservation of a
Hark Henricltoon, Box 11f>8, Trinity Collec i Hortforrf, Conn. OflOF
and destructive -of the humane democracy. There existed in the illegal time and again, regardless
a» JlBJlWDli. Qow. of'Of _ .
values they seek to serve. To new nation, possibilities for the of the content of the speech.
As a nation we jiave harvested
denigrate or abandon the supression of opinion from both the
rich fruits from the freedom to
democratic process in the interest majority and the minority. The
express ourselves. It takes a
of good causes, the world again and 'tyranny' of the minority that the
Trustees of T m i t y College
Hnrtioid, v^onn. OMOt
Sumc-it
again has learned to its sorrow, Founders knew so well was mature person to allow dissident or
does not assure its reemergence, eradicated with the First Amend- controversial speech to take place
phoenix-like, out of the very ment of the new Constitution. But at a future moment, when our
process of destruction.
..."Congress shall make no law opinion becomes an unpopular one
we realize just how valuable this
abridging... the freedom of
'Surely itmustbe understood that speech."
freedom is, Perhaps this the best
•
integral to the very naute of
lesson of the Bicentenial
democracy is the right of the
people to decide for themselves
which views, proposals, and
(continued from 6)
policies are right or wrong, good or
nature of people. This and this
bad, sound or uns'ound. This means just what their obligation is to
alone was the principle motivation
that all points of view are entitled mankind. Somewhere in the
behind the. project. Our obligation
to be expressed and heard. If some scuffle, love and brotherhood have
(all our obligations) is also to
may argue for capitalism, others been buried beneath political
protect the viability of :these values
may argue for socialism; if some rhetoric, our addiction to the very
in our nation's consciousness.
may attack our. foreign policies principles of the U.S. Constitution
These values have been prostituted
(which are really at issue here) and, naturally, blatant distortions
others may defend them. If we of reality. The students who par- by the economic and militaristic
institutions of the U.S. The mondeny people access to information ticipated in last week's sit-in acted
ster, as it were,, has ceased to be
and argument we impair their in response to very deep personal
controlled by its creator and has
ability to-govern themselves. As convictions. These convictions are
100
developed a threating autonomy
Madison wrote "A popular not spiteful; they are not hateful
all.
its-.own.
The
protestors
are
The
protest
was
the
result
of
a
lot
government without popular indetermined to dramatize this very
formation or the means of of internal strife as to exactly what
real and threatening danger to the
acquiring it, isjbut a prologue to a is our obligation to the world and
college community in hope that
farce or a tragedy; or perhaps ourselves. In this sense, the
3:00
both." What is more, all silencing demonstration was above all an act perhaps one day, all of us can
create
a
world
in
which
an
inof
love;
an
act
of
reaffirming
our
'
of discussion, as Mill taught, rests
on an assumption of infallibility. It sense of unity against all the spirits stitution like the U.S. Marine Corps
assumes that some usually self- in the universe which we see will not exist.
clouding the true and beautiful
Hench Ellis
selected core of guardians has
possession of the final, ultimate,
and definitive truth.
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Trinity Review

Literary Supplement
What?
In an effort to provide a more open
forum for literary and artistic expression
at Trinity, we, the Trinity Review, in
collaboration with the Tripod will be
presenting two Inside Magazines devoted
to poetry, short fiction and drama,
photography, and graphic art. We hope
that this will provoke an on-going
dialogue between the artists and the
community.
In the past the Trinity Review has been
described as a "kitchen table operation"
quite removed from the community as a
whole. Last year steps were taken by the
staff to open things up. The most visible
result of this opening process is the
Review office located in the Tripod
complex in Seabury Hall. This we hope
will become a center where poets,
writers, artists, and photographers who
are interested in publishing their work
for the college will be able to meet and
exchange ideas. Members of the review
staff will be available at the office
Monday through Thursday from at least
seven until nine to discuss anything
related to the review. Specifically we
would like to be able to discuss the
submissions with their creators. Perhaps
we can be of some help to each other.
Because of our common interest in,
shall we say, the printed word, the
physical proximity of our offices, and
common staff members the collaboration
of the Review with the Tripod is almost
natural. This magazine and the one
appearing on November eleventh are the
results of this joint project.
In addition to these literary supplements, the Review magazine will

appear, as usual, at the end of the
semester. This will contain both the best
of the supplements as well as new submissions.
We hope that you enjoy this expansion
of the Review and will want to participate in its success. We invite your
submissions and your attendance at the
Review society poetry readings, the next
one coming up on October seventeenth. If
you would like to read please contact
Sandy Laub or George Roberts through
the Review box 1527. And if you want to
submit your work to the Review please
follow these simple rules. They make it
easier for all involved. The deadline for
the next issue will be Friday, October 3L
1. All submissions MUST BE TYPED
ON 8 X 11 PAPER (some people's handwriting can lead to confusion and odd
scraps of paper get lost easily).
2. To insure impartial editorial
decisions no names should appear on the
submissions. Attach a 3 X 5 card to the
work with your name and the title,
3. Please include an addressed envelope with the submission so that we
may return it with a minimum of confusion.
4. Please do not send the only copy of
your work. Mistakes can be made and we
don't want to lose anyone's work.
5. Art work and photography that
cannot be sent through the mail should be
brought to the Review office during office
hours or placed in the envelope on the
Tripod door.
6. Send all submissions and inquiries to
The Trinity Review, Box 1527.

Steve Roberts

Shall f Glow For You My Sweet?
Winner of 1975
Fiction Award

Greg Potter
I
Tuesday
6:00 p.m.
The old man felt dizzy. He concentrated and the dizziness
became pain. He concentrated harder and the pain became
located in his right leg. That was what he wanted.
"Oi! Don't fuss-budget! r don't want you should fussbudget 'round me. Ain't an old man gotheartache enough?"
Monica Ames straightened up, dug her fists into her hips
and shifted her weight. The reflected light of a single
overhead bulb whirled in her eyes and she suppressed a
smile by chewing on a wad of Bazooka Bubble Gum. She
was twenty-three years old. "Oh yeah? You want to fight
there, mister? You want to? C'mon, I'll fight!" Monica
lifted her fists parallel to her nose and bent them with
feminine angularity palms upward.
"And don't fool. God forbid that young ladies should
fool."
"I'm not a young lady. I'm Joe Louis. If you're in a
fighting mood, just hop off that bed."
"I seen Joe Louis two years ago at the Garden and that
man is a man and not to be mocked!...Look at you! Chewing
bubble gum no less!"
"Us fighters always chew gum. Keeps the teeth in shape,
see?"
"It ain't like a young lady!" The old man winced. His
throat hurt.
"C'mon, bub. Get up from there and I'll pop yowse one
good."
"Young ladies do not fool!"
"Hey! I'll give yowse the ole one-two!"
"Especially nurses. And how come you don't wear
white?"
Monica's fists softened into long, thin hands which she
stuck out in an amused plea to Benjamin Schloehause. "Mr.
Schloehause! We've been over this before."
"Nurses should wear white!" Benjamin said.
"But I'm not a nurse and you know it."

"I asked for a nurse."
"I'm a Salvation Army volunteer."
"How come I never get what I ask for?"
"Mr. Schloehause...."
Benjamin waved his left hand and sighed heavily. "Just
you never mind. I know what you will say and already I
don't like &"
Monica crossed her arms and frowned.' 'What a m i going
to do about you, mister?"
"Don't do nuthin'," Benjamin said, swivelling the back of
his head against his pillow.
"Now don't you go moping and staring out that window on
me. Mr. Schloehause? Do you hear me?"
Benjamin waved his left hand again and brought it down
quickly. He was not moping. He was merely~how to put i t remaining strategically silent.
Monica bent at the waist and began adjusting the leather
straps of Benjamin's leg brace. "Now I've got to get this
adjusted properly, Mr. Schloehause. Okay?"
Benjamin mumbled "Oi!" and nothing more. His attention no longer centered upon Monica but upon the old
arch-shaped window resting brownly in the wall beside his
bed. It was a tall, thin window, clean on the inside but
covered with a translucent, brown-white smear on the
outside. The old man squinted, concentrated, He saw colors
framed in the glass. Familiar colors. Brown-red spots
surrounded in grey; the brick and mortar of the neighboring tenement. Black in a large, lifeless square; a window of that tenement. A dead window. But a window which
refused to stay that way, for at seven each evening that cold
blackness would become full of warm, orange light. A
fourth floor window. Must be. It was on a level with his
window, wasn't it? Must be fourth floor.
Benjamin moistened his lips. Who was she? Who was that
alluring silhouette lady he'd seen so often poised in the
warm orange glow of that window? Whoever she was, Lord!
she was beautiful! Such elegance and form, such grace and
such rich, regal prescence-such a goddess to be living here,

on, 44th Street in New York City in a brick and mortar
tenement! No wonder she had lovers. Tall and short,
emaciated and muscular, timid and forceful-so very many
lovers. So very many thick, black voids into which one could
insert one's own being-and bridge the gap between windows.
•..'•'
Benjamin closed his eyes and smiled. Kis was such an
intimate relationship with that fine, dark lady!
"How's that, Mr, Schloehause? Feel good?"
"Yes! Yes!" Benjamin said.
"Then why don't we try getting up and walking on it? "
"Huh? " Benjamin turned to Monica quickly. Pain shot up
his neck and behind his ear. "Oi! Must you punish me for
everything?"
"What now?"
"My neck! My neck!"
"Ohhh...here." Monica bent over the o}d man and
massaged his neck. "There. Better?"
"Mmmmm,"
"You've got to be careful* you know. You've had a stroke
and your nerves are on edge."
"Mmmmm."
• ,
"You're not as young an eighty-one as you used to be."
' 'Well God forbid you should fuss-budget around me then!
Tup-up-up!'' Benjamin waved his hand signalling the end of
the massage.
Monica reached for the black cane hooked to Banjamin's
bedpost. "Here," she said handing it to him. "Now get
yourself up and see if you can make it to the bathroom."
"You're not going to give me a bath, you know. You done
that Saturday."
"I know."
"Godforbid I should have a bath twice in three days!''
' 'Yes. God forbid. I just want to see you walk. C'mon.''
Benjamin pulled his right arm, as useless as his right leg,
tight across his stomach and, with his left hand pushing the
(Continued

on

page
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Wall Street
Mitch Karlan

Acropolis within a morgue,
your bright blaze-^-funeral banners
fly from every building.
Tightly huddled mausoleums
whisper madness to each other's bowels.
A plaza—a people's p l a c e yawns broad amongst the vaults.
Yet, feeling out of step,
like a jester at a graveyard,
it stands naked
(not even a whore
in the halls of prostitution)
a mere passageway between crypts.
Wishing to be buried in their Sunday best,
shadows endure corpse-like stiffness.
Washington peers down,
iron-clad, sad,
wishing only for his concrete eyes
to close,
gently.

Response to Shelley
Paul Sachs

Tear off the painted veil which those who live
Call Life!—'cause unreal shapes are pictures there
And only false impressions does it give
Of gay, romantic dreams. One must beware
To look behind all cloths which do obscure
One's view of life and its absurdity;
Those colorful delusions cannot cure
This empty state of man's futility.
I knew one who ignored by plea—he stayed
Beneath the shroud and never did confront
The bitter truth outside. He merely prayed
His days might be accomplished and well spent.
But yond the cloaked world his call was missed
The meaning which he sought does not exist.

Bruce Polsky

. . . Shall I Glow, My Sweet?
(Continued from page 9)
bed beneath him, sat himself up.
"There," Monica said as the feat was accomplished.

it's...."
"Oh I can get it," Monica said again.
"But it's going to..."
"Don't 'there' me! You always 'there' me! It ain't like a
Monica rose clutching her bag and groceries immediately
young lady!"
fell helter-skelter to the pavement.
"And why not?"
"...spill out again. Y'see?"
Benjamin closed his eyes and waved this line of
"Oh! This cheap bag won't hold feathers never mind
questioning aside. "Just let me..." He swung both legs over fruits! I ought to sue! I will sue!"
the side of the bed, clutched at his cane and rose quivering,
"Listen, you can't do nothing like that!"
He began to walk, throwing his braced right leg.:before him
"lean!"
in a heel-to-toe fashion. Monica moved to his side. "Don't!
"No, y'see..."
Just don't!" Monica stepped back and watched him. He
"Every American can!"
made his way to the bathroom, flicked on the light and
The young man put his hat back on his head and jiggled
rummaged in the medicine cabinet. "Is the soap in here?" his palms in Monica's face. "Hold on now. Ain't no use to
get excited."
"I don't know."
"Excited?"
. "Well...oh here it is." Benjamin's left hand came down
with a rectangular white bar in it, "You're leaving by seven
"Yeah, yeah. Excited. You can't sue no guy for bum
grocery bags."
I should think?" .
"Why not?"
"Right," Monica said, "now wash up." She watched as
Benjamin hooked his cane on the edge of the sink and,
"Listen, there are some great paper bags in the ofwithout its support, stood washing his hands. It was hard, fice...across the street...where I work. How about if I get
now, for Bazooka Bubble Gum to keep back the smile of
one of those for you?"
Monica Ames.
"I want to sue!"
"YOU CAN'T SUE!" the young man suddenly yelled and
just as suddenly looked guilty about his outburst. "Sorry. I
8:30 p.m.
didn't mean...y'see you got to listen to reason. Let me get
"Listen, I don't mean to..."
you a paper bag from the office."
"Oh!" Monica had been stooping on the sidewalk
Monica blinked at him and looked down at her groceries.
regaining the vegetables and fruits that had dropped "Okay," she said.
through her torn grocery bag and had thought herself alone
"Swell! Now you're making sense!" said the young man.
on the dimly lit street.
He clamped a hand around Monica's wrist and pulled her
"Now don't be frightened. I...y'see, I spotted you as I was into the street behind him. Monica shook her head. This
coming out of the off ice,..the one across the street
young man certainly was energetic at times. But there
therc.where I work. I don't want to butt in, y'see but I
seemed something odd...Monica looked down at the young
thought you'd like help or something."
man's feet. No wonder he wasn't in Europe with the rest of
Monica looked up into the face of a neat, clean-shaven the boys.
young man of about twenty-three or four in a grey suit and
Monica was lead across the street to a small, glass*
brown shoes. He held his hat against his chest with both fronted
office building. "Boswell & Fine, Accountants," she
hands as if pledging.allegiance to the flag. Monica laughed
read silently before being dragged through the door. Inside
softly. "No,uh,nothanks.Icangetit."
it was dark except for the single lamp on the far wall unThe young man stood above Monica for a moment wat- derneath which two shadow-eyed men were smoking cigars
chmg her drop frut back into her bag. He glanced down the and counting money. They looked up as Monica and her
captor entered. One of them, the thinner one, addressed the
young man. "Joe?"
"Say, listen. If you just put all that stuff back into the bag,
"Yeah," said the young man, "it's me. Say, you got any of

srasrassap
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those paper bags lying around that we..."
"Who's the lady, Joe?"
"Ah, this is...well, I just met her on...what's your name if
I can ask..."
The heavier man rose violently, throwing his cigar to the
floor. "Get her out of here! Get her OUT of here!"
"Mort! Mort!" the thin man said, while the young man
pleaded, "Now Mort, listen,.."
"Out! Out! Get that broad out now!"
Monica's face flushed and tears came to her eyes. What
right did they have? What right?
"But Mort, I just want..."
"No buts! Get that dame..,"
Monica snapped her wrist away from the young man's
grasp and bolted out the door. She was trembling violently
and her mouth twitched around the edges. She hurried
across the street and began gathering her groceries one
more time. Never trust a stranger. Especially in New York.
Especially at night. Never! Never! Never!
"listen, I'm sorry. Here."
Monica looked up quicidy. The young man stood over her
just as before except now he held out a gift: a brand new
paper bag.
"Leave me alone!" Monica said
"Listen, I'm sorry. They get excited, ?<&•
Business...well, it's tight."
"I don't care about business! You take care of y<>uf
business, I'll take care of mine!"
"Can I help..."
"No!"
The young man stood still for a moment watching. Then
he stooped and began putting groceries into his D»K
anyway. Monica flashed a shimmering glance at him. »*
pretended not to notice. Plunk plunk plunk! Monica rose
and watched him gather fruits and vegetables, • W*»
finished he stood and handed the bag to her. Monica
his face and, without a word, walked off.
"The name's Joe! Will you tel me yours?"
Monica kept walking.
"Miss?"

Monica kept walking.
"Where do you UvuV
, ht
Monica stopped, rotled her eyes and shifted her we**;
"Geez!" 8he sighed. "I live at th« Y.W.C.A. Okay?' $w
(Continued
on
naff*
i!>
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Thank You Ron
John Latz

the newthing
is redding your future
into your fingernails why
I must have a split
personality (Viobin Wheat Germ Oil)

Delivery from Gesture

to strengthen my conviction
a clipping from
today's psychology casements
(Richest natural source Vitamin E)
normal not to strengthen defenses
cohesion (and . . . A Lot More!).

A more pulmonating artery than mine
might if pushed
blue the vision along this tiny ravine.

John Latz

Cough up your excellency
the truck she is here late
arrived from St. John's Town, Vermont:'

so now I refuse substitutes
stay away from cellophane
generally refuse payment of my
oxygen debt. (Increases
stamina vigor endurance)
commercial endorsement refusals
the positive effect
is (one gross emoryboards)
waking up dry and refinished.

We had clamor onboard; also the Arabs at
against the truckside diner; urinestained grins; "Ain't no commercial"
some attendant intones; drastically
I wave very slowly
my arms; large repairs delay
any empirical estimated
time of departure;
The dead king gestures
, bluntly into an imaginary
counselor-at-large
to his left and slightly above.

filled with'things

Having defiled our stomachs
putting from us the cross
of drink and spitted chines
we, corpse-heavy, return home
weeks late for the royal
funeral;

Autun Cathedral

creating spaces with the branches of new trees, i have a renaissance
orgasm while maintaining my Son-of-a-bitch smile-smile.
basically, a spilling of a container was all i was concerned with.
as a critic i could talk with the cuban militia while peeling an orange,
i thought to myself: "who cares?"
i lead unemployed youth to museums and the bathrooms of museums,
afterwards we all take over the studio of someone prominent, this is where we
express our hostility humourously.
for the crazies the picture plane is the loud environment for episodes
that interconnect and then fall apart under the indiscrimination of animals and animism.
to unzip the fly and fill the structure (a term we use without caution)
with tatooed transvestites with or without their purses or pursed lips,
basically, to fall through space,
orgasm of critic,
orgasm of militia,
orgasm of animals,
orgasm of crazies,
orgasm of transvestites.
orgasm of things.

debarking from the sharp-teethed missions
each of us is empty; behind
and slightly above the cargo
strewn glints like heat on the road.

'Unfitted
Ari J.

A silver piston ashtray
crammed with butts and tea
bags
suffocates a scream to be
relieved.

the history of tapeworms is condensed into three containers, none of
which,
connect with anything significant.
animals attack themselves under the illusion of biological equality,
the mud in and behind things induces a further need to talk, talk, and talk,
the motorcycles in the womb and luther's constipation are relatively
unimportant, our concern is more of fucking for ourselves, of investing
our energies for ourselves, the concept of the male,
sex, hand, art, talk talk talk,
talk sex.
talk hand.
talk art.
.
;
talk talk,
male talks.
male talks to male.
male fucks male, concept of tapeworm.

I can see you. It's 4:05 in the
morning.
My stinging eyes show me
no mercy why should i show any to
you?
Suffer '
Like the rest of us.

ah, the beauty of things!

.. * Glow, My Sweet?
(Continued

from

page

10)

turned suddenly and raised an eyebrow at the young man.
"Okay?" It was a challenge. The Y.W.C.A. is a fortress
where women rule and men just aren't allowed. Unless
they're clever. Catch me if you can.
Monica walked on.
.
8:30 p.m.
.
Framed in the warm, orange square, two silhouettes
danced at each other. One was large and awkward. A rough
dancer. A.brute stomping" to the rhythm of jungle drums.
The other was smooth and liquid. An experienced dancer.
She moved to her own rhythms for she was the music
maker. Her black shape weaving and turning, rebuking and
compelling. A siren. Silent but musical, luring her brute
captive closer. His motions slow at first, Becoming faster.
More violent. In time with the jungle drums. In time with
his pulse, He lept and the silhouettes were one, Sinking
slowly below the orange glow.
Benjamin Schloehause squeezed his eyes shut and
smiled. A fine, fine lady!
'

,9:15 p.m.
"So what'd you give him your address for?"
Monica looked up from the depths of her newly acquired
- grocery bag and shot a frown at the far corner of the room
where a plump blonde sat hugging her knees.
"Well don't look at me like that!" the blonde said. "It was
kind of queer your giving him the name of where you live,
you know;"
:
Monica sighed and began pulling oranges out of her bag.
"I know, I know."

' : , • • ' ; - • •: ••

. : ••-

.;

"So what'd you do it for?"
"I don't know, "Monica said. "Iwantedtogetridofhim, I
guess." :
"Huh! A fine way of getting rid of him.ielh'ng him where
you live." The blonde bit her lower lip and slumped deeply
inner chair. "Say! What if he's a...a...youknow. What if he
goes after women?"
,
• "Oh Camilla!"
'
"Well what if he does?" the blonde squealed. "And what
if he's after you?"
"Camilla, he's not AFTER me for goodness' sakes!"

"He could be. You never know. And if he is, he'll probably
ask around. Get your name. Your room number, OUR room
number!"
!
"Camilla, this guy is not the boogie man type."
"You can't tell!"
"I can!" Monica said pulling a bunch of celery from her
bag. "And if you don't stop this silliness, roommate, you'll
be wearing this like a crownin two seconds."
The blonde fell silent, occupying herself by watching the
movement of her stomach as she breathed. Monica took the
last of the groceries and began arranging them in the
refrigerator.
"Mon?"
V
"What?"
.::
"Mon, I think..." The blonde paused.
"Well, c'mon. What do you think?" .
"I think you've been working too hard. I mean, going to
.the weaving plant during the day and tending to that old
man, Mr. Slowhorse, at night. And why you do.I'll never
know. Yeah, yeah. So you feel you're accomplishing
< Continued
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page
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for an apple?"
"No," Monica said, "thank you."
"Listen, apples are good."
"I know that. I hada whole bunch of them in my grocery
bag last night. Remember?"
"Oh, yeah. Yeah, I do. And that's the whole point, y'see.
<Continue3 from page H)
This is one you dropped out of your bag."
Monica frowned. "That's a line."
something with him you can't accomplish at the plant. I
know. But you're going thirteen, fourteen hours a day!
"W-What?" The young man's jaw fell. "What do you
You're over-worked, Mon. Over-work can get to a girl. It
really can. And you know what, Mon?'' The blonde sat up " " I mean that's a line," Monica said. "Isn't that what you
and peered at her roommate stooping in the glare of the call it? My brother used to call it a line."
The young man flushed darkly. "Well listen...'
refrigerator. "I think that's the reason you gave that guy
"No, you listen. All my groceries were present and acour address!"
counted for when I got home. I checked."
A bunch of celery whizzed by the blonde's left ear.
"So I wanted to meet you!" the young man said angrily,
loudly.
Monica shushed him. "I'm sorry," he said. "I didn't
- II
Wednesday mean to...in here..."
'•Hi, Mon! How's tricks?"
6:00 p.m.
Monica turned to see her roommate bouncing through the
"It's more like a lady you are when you use the teeth for
smiles instead of bubble gum!"
lobby doors.
"Oh," Monica winked slowly at the old man and pumped
"Say," the blonde said, "who is...uh oh!" Camilla's eyes
her eyebrows. "So I'm being noticed today, am I?"
grew wide. "This isn't..."
"Now there you go fooling 'round like you shouldn't
"Camilla," Monica said, "I'd like you to meet John."
again. And at me! God forbid you should fool period, but at
"Joe," the young man said.
me!"
•
.
.
"I thought you told me John last night."
"Who's fooling?" Monica said, throwing back Benjamin's
"Last night?" Camilla wailed.
sheets. "I love you, you handsome lady killer. But I know
"Joe,"- the young man said.
you're having an affair with Mrs. Cleasby so my hopes are
"Joe," Monica told Camilla.
dashed. Now roll over so I can massage that leg of yours."
"Very pleased to meet you goodbye," said Camilla and
"An affair! Such a term for young ladies to use! An affair! And with Mrs. Cleasby no less! That landlady of mine hurried up the stairs before the young man could say "you
don't even know I'm still alive! I forgot what she looks like! too". Monica laughed.
An affair!"
"What's the matter with her?" Joe asked,
"She thinks," Monica said, beholding the young man's
"Roll over," Monica laughed.
blank perplexity and laughing harder, "that you're the
"Why
do
you
laugh
like
that?"
1
boogie man!"
'It was just a joke, Mr. Schloehause. Now roll over."
"The boogie man?"
Benjamin did as he was told but not without a few com"Yes." Monica stuck her thumbs into her ears and
ments concerning the nerve of young nurses who refused to
wear white. "Like a princess without a crown! God forbid wiggled her fingers. "Boogie! You know."
that princesses should lose their crowns." Monica told him
"Me?"
that some princesses had been lucky even to retain their
"Yes."
heads and began working the old man's grey flesh between
The young man began to laugh. They both laughed.
her fingers,
"What a peach that girl is!" Joe howled.
"Oh, she's so stupid," Monica gasped.
"Oi! Don't kill me! You think I am dough to be kneaded
"No. No, she's a peach. I like her."
for bagels?"
"Oh," Monica said, slowly regaining her breath and her
"I'm sorry if I hurt you."
composure, "I do too."
"You did not HURT me!"
"Yessir," sighed Joe, also calming down, "what a
"But Mr. Schloehause..."
"You did not hurt me!" The old man was angry in ear- peach!"
. Monica and the young man smiled at each other.
nest. "God fqrbid that a young lady should ever hurt me!
You just ain't being careful is all!"
"I made you laugh," Joe said.
"I made YOU laugh," said Monica. "Let's go into the
"I'm sorry, but it's necessary to..."
lounge where we can rest our..." The young man's ex"You ain't being lady-like!" '
pression suddenly sank and Monica remembered his
"But..."
erratic walk, "...well, no use standing."
"You ain't being fair!"
Monica became silent and stared at the old man. He was
trembling in his fury.' 'Ain't you got no dignity? He began to 9:00 p.m.
She was alone tonight. Almost. He was with her, watching
sit up. "I do! I do!" A pain shot through his chest. He
her as she danced her silent symphony. Her black shape
gasped and sank back into the embrace of his pillow.
oozing through the warm orange. Legs bending, stretching.
"Mr. Schloehause!"
Benjamin, waved his left hand. Tears oozed into the Now this way. Now that. She seemed to have no goal, no
-jorners of his eyes and his breathing was heavy. "God philosophy, no purpose. Just her silent beauty.
A fine, fine lady.
forbid," he murmured between gulps of air, "that princes...should lose...I..." He closed his eyes tightly and
11:45 p.m.
sobbed just a bit.
Monica slid open the door to her room. The interior was
black, a sign that her roommate was in bed. She left the
9:00 p.m.
door ajar, so that a thin shaft of light shot across the floor
"Care for an apple?"
"You again!" said Monica. "Don't tell me you've been and by this illumination she undressed, washed and slipped
between her bedsheets. Her eyes were just closing when a
hanging around here all night?"
The young man in the grey suit and brown shoes smiled weak but wide-awake voice came to her from the darkness.
"Mon?"
meekly and looked about him, inspecting the Y.W.C.A.
"Camilla, you still awake?"
lobby as if for the first time. "N-No. Only since eight. Care
There was a brief silence.

.•. •. Glow My Swe e f

Snake-Mating
Helen Lawson

Humility seizes me
in my body's kitchen,
before you
breathing halts,
and this, my twenty-first
wedding anniversary ignored
by unvoiced consent.
Behind myopic eyes
I dance as you turn,
for you paralyse me.
Wholly crippled
like the leaves into gold,
I rattle with
the gravel beneath
your feet,
welcoming you
to strike me.

Closed Vision
Helen Lawson

You rise
in my^eyes
an Emperor,
Marauding hordes
underfoot me.
I drum amongst
the hooves, while
you, Roman, build
in me your tower.

"Mon, with the war on...with everybody in Europe and..."
Another pause, "There aren't many boys around, are there,
Mon? I mean, not like there used to be." Monica turned
over and rubbed her cheek deep into her pillow. "I mean,
there used to be a lot, didn't there? There used to be a whole
lot."
"Go to sleep, Camilla."
Silence. Monica thought for a moment that her roommate
had taken the advice to heart.
"Mon, do you like it here...in the 'Y' I mean? Do you like
living here?"
Monica rolled on her back and opened her eyes to the
darkness.
"I don't complain," she said.
Ill
Monday
6:00 p.m.
"So what have you got to rush for? The past two weeks I
get nothing but rush from you."
"Which is a real switch, if you ask me, mister," said
Monica as she sat on the old man's bed, massaging his arm.
"I don't know what you mean," Benjamin said.
"I mean that you usually have ten cat-fits if I'm here past
seven o'clock. Now that I leave at six-thirty..."
Benjamin waved his hand and Monica's" voice came to an
abrupthalt. "So leave when you.like," he said.
Monica grinned. "How about if I like eight o'clock?"
"Now don't fool!"
"Or seven-thirty?"
"Just don't fool!"
"Or even five minutes past seven?"
Benjamin drew in a rasping breath and squirmed beneath
his sheets, "Water!" he gasped. "My throat!"
Monica grunted, "Hold on." She sauntered into the
bathroom and ran some water into a glass. When she
returned, Benjamin's breathing had already made a
miraculous recovery. "Here."
"Thank you," he said clearly.
Benjamin drank. Monica rubbed.
"Ah!" Benjamin sighed, finishing his water. "That's
good. You see there? Even then, in dire emergency you
don't rush to get me this water and look! Everything is
fine." Monica rolled her eyes and shook her head. "Young
ladies should always take their time." Benjamin stopped,
reflecting upon what he had just said. "And young ladies
should always BE on time."
"Oh now just a minute," Monica laughed. "I've never
been late for..."
"Yeah yeah," Benjamin said. "And that's why I got hope
for you. You're always on time."
"Mmmmm," Monica said.
7:15 p.m.
"You're late again."
"Oh Joe," Monica protested, "it wouldn't be right lo
leave Mr. Schloehause before six-thirty and it's a long walk
here."
"The movie starts at seven-twenty," the young man said,
pushing back his sleeve and shoving his uncovered watch
before the girl's heavy-lidded eyes.
"Oh Joe," she said, "I'm sorry."
.iivtuai. vju JD am L. .Dcaiuca, we gvL Lull Iiunuiva.

"Hardly enough time to talk before the pictures start
talking for us."
Joe laughed again and lead his date through the theater
doors. "That don't matter neither. C'mon, I already bought
our tickets."
"Even though I was late?" Monica said. "Oh Joe, you
shouldn't. If for some reason I couldn't come..."
"Couldn't come?"
"Yes. If I COULDN'T."
"Aw," said Joe, waving it away, "you came."
The lights were going down just as Monica and Joe found
seats in the rear of the theater. Joe bounced on the plush
cushion and clasped the girl's hand while staring at the
screen. "This ought to be good," he said.
"You really oughtn't spend your money without
knowing."
"Hey, Where's the picture? They darken the lights and no
picture?"
"You don't make.,."
"I make plenty!" Joe said irritably,
"Plenty? I'll bet that Mort doesn't pay you half a dime!"
"Mort?" Joe said, "Oh yeah. You met Mort, didn't you?
At the office."
"Under forgettable circumstances."
"Mort pays off okay," Joe said. The picture came on and
a dull white luminescence clung to the audience's
framework of heads and shoulders. Music swelled and
Monica had to raise her voice.
"I never heard of a junior accountant getting paid off
"JUNIOR accountant? I'm the only one with enough
brains in there to know ten from two!"
"What about the owners, Boswell and Fine?"
"Boswell and...? Oh them. They don't exist. Y'see, that s
just a company name. Mort's the big man there now.
Bought the place from Pine five years ago."
„
"But he's still an accountant if he runs a place like that
"He's a ..." Joe stopped. "Yeah, sure he is. Hey, lets
watch this show."
Monica turned her attention to the glowing screen where
flat men in tuxedos cMnked glasses with flat women m
gowns and laughed merrily. She felt Joe pat her knee
playfully and his lips formed a circular kiss on her cheeK.
"You're a sweet girl, Monica," he said. '*I like sweet girls.
7:15 p.m.
Something was not right. The warm, orange g I o w , ^
winked itself into existence at seven just as always, and tne
black silhouette of that same, fine»tedy had oozed ana
filtered across it in her usual fashion. Yet now another
figure appeared. It was the jungle stomper. The heav>.
muscle-crusted man. The man who. having been captivatea
so many times before by this lithe figure of musical silence,
had released himself time and time again by leaping a t fer'
merging with h«r and sinking below the orange glow w *
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(Continued from page 12)
place where he set the tempo.
Tonight things were different. Tonight he would not
dance. The lady bent, the lady leaped. The lady caressed his
neck with long, swirling arms. Still he would not dance. The
rhythm held no fascination for him. The siren's song rang
tinny in the hollow of his skull. He would not dance. Even
though the dance waxed alluring. Even though the
movements became more entrancing. Until finally, the
iady changed her dance in mid-step. It became wild. It lost
control.
Benjamin's heart pumped to the rhythm.
It became erratic. It became bestial.
Benjamin's upper and lower teeth parted and shook
within his jaws.
It became fury. It became hell and black lightning and
three shots exploded bam! bam! bam! with a gutteral,
screaming roar that filled the air, extinguishing the glow,
shaking everything into abyss-like night.
Benjamin sucked the glass surface of his window with an
open, sweaty palm and its icy coldness bit into his tender
nerve endings. "Hello?" he whimpered, and then louder,
"Hello?"
Nothing in response. Blackness, Banjamin's eyes
vibrated within their sockets and he sank slowly into his
mattress, left palm still glued to the glass.
10:30 p.m.
The rustling of Monica's bedsheets was just beginning to
die amid the room's deep shadows and she blew a sigh
through her nose. Theater seats were awful. The mattress
was so good.
"Mon?"
Monica's eyes popped open and she rolled them to the top
of her head.
"Mon?"
"Go to sleep, Camilla."
"You like him, don't you, Mon?"
"Go to sleep, Camilla."
"You like that Joe a lot."
"Camilla!"
In the darkness a plump, blonde giggle was trying its best
to submerge itself in a pillow.
"We are not," Monica quoted in her mind and her
exhaustion, "amused."
8:00 a.m.
"Hssst!"
' 'Joe? Joe, what are you doing here at this hour?''
"C'mere! Come here!" Joe hissed. His hair was uncombed, his tie loose, and brown stubble broke through the
surface of his cheeks. Beneath his eyes sat two pink
crescents of flesh. "Come here, Monica!" He was standing
at the corner of the Y.W.C.A. building making mechanical
"this way" motions with his arms and hands.
Monica walked to him promptly but not hurridly. "You'll
be late for work." Involuntarily she sucked air in through
her teeth. "You look awful!"
"C'mere." He grasped her elbow and lead her around the
corner where he placed her shoulders flat against the wall.
"I'm leaving town," he said.
Monica searched his face. "Why?"
"The bottom fell out."
"Out of what?"
"Out of work. Out of my job."
"Are they sending you away?"
"No they ain't. I am. I'm GOING away."
"But surely you can find more work..."
"No no no!" Joe said, gritting his teeth and staring at
Monica's shoes. "I got to get out. I can't stay here."
Monica frowned. "Joe, what is it?"
"Aw, listen, listen, sweets!" Joe's head shot upward and
he watched the clouds. "You shouldn't know."
"Why not?"
"It's better that way. Look, I'm...I'm crazy about you,
y'see, but I got to get out."
"Oh." Monica's eyes did not drop. "I see. Where are you
going?"
"Away. I don't know. But I want you with me. We'll get
married. I ain't out to ruin you. Please, Monica, I got to get
out but I don't want to go without my sweet girl."
"You must tell me why you're leaving."
"I can't!"
"Then goodbye."
- "Wait!" Joe spun completely around, rubbing the bridge
of his nose between two fingers. "All right! First off, Mort
ain't no accountant, he's a gambler. And he didn't buy
Boswell and Fine for no legitimate business but as a front, a
sort of cover-up, from which; from the office that is, he was
running a few gambling joints. And some of the joints
had...well, y'see...ladies upstairs." Joe turned red and
stopped. Monica nodded to him. "So...so Mort, he likes to
get, uh, fringe benefits out of his rackets. Especially with
this jane named Shirley. He likes the way Shirley looks. But
geez, do I have to..."
"Go on," Monica said.
The light in Joe's eyes swelled and his eyebrows kissed.
But he used to talk to Shirley too...I mean while
they...Anyway, she got to know a lot about the rackets. So
she figures she can cop her own little fringe benefits by
selling information to the police. Which she did for awhile.
But Mort found out and last night he, y'see, he shot her. Did
a sloppy too."
"And you have to run..."
"Because Shirley spilled a whole lot to the law and the
*w has got Mort and he's no brave man so he'll spill more.
Ah, I ain't no thug. I just kept the books straight for those
f«ys. Honest. But still, I'll get jail, Monica! I'll get jail just
wr jumbling Mort's lousy numbers!"
Joe was breathing heavily and his eyes were red and
.flooded. Monica looked at him and then at the sidewalk.
Monica, come with me!"
v Monica sighed wearily. "I'm going to be late for work,
«*oe." She looked up at him once more. He was biting the
teuckles of his fist. "I'm sorry but what you're asking is..."
<«>e's fist came from between his teeth and straight for her
"You're no good!" he cried.
p.m.

"Where is that girl?"
Benjamin Schloehause lay on his back tightening and
relaxing his fist. He had turned on no lights and the room
was slowly filling with the purple light of early evening.
"It ain'tlike a young lady. Where is she?"
Beside the old man an ancient, silver-plated clock ticked
off the seconds. Benjamin's neck muscles grew taught and
relaxed, taught and relaxed. He swivelled his head and
peered through the filmy haze of his window. The bricks of
the tenement beyond had grown a deep rust color. The
window remained black and lifeless. He swivelled his head
back to face the ceiling and clamped his eyelids shut.
"I want to know what happened. Where is that girl?''
He breathed furiously in time with the clock. In-tick, outtock. In-tick, out-tock. In-tick. Bam! Bam! Bam! and three
shots rang out while Benjamin pulled open his eyes to find
the stillness of reality undisturbed.
"Mrs. Cleasby!" Benjamin screamed. "Mrs. Cleasby!"
No answer. "Is Miss Ames there, Mrs. Cleasby? I want
Miss Ames!" Still no answer. Mrs. Cleasby liked to let her
tenents live their own-lives.
Benjamin bit his lip and the ticking of the clock returned
to dominate the room. "Four-forty! She's late! That girl is
late!" He shut his eyes once more. "Where is she?''
A new sound reached Benjamin's ears; a low, wailing
sound rapidly increasing in volume, mercilessly beating the
clock's counting into oblivion. Benjamin's eyes shot open
and his head swivelled violently toward the window. Red
and blue lights ran crazily throughout the interior of the old
man's room and across the face of the building beyond. Car
doors slammed and a weak, tinny voice spit numbers and
code names into the air. "God forbid. It is the police!"
Benjamin's gaze shot again to the clock. "Four-forty-two.
Twelve minutes late! It ain't right! It ain't right!" he
yelled. "Miss Aaaammmmmmmes!" Benjamin coughed
and gulped air into his lungs. He could hear the sound of a
dozen black shoes on the asphalt below. Around the corner
someone was pounding rapidly on an oaken door, and
shouting.
Benjamin threw his sheets aside, bent forward and
swivelled on his rear end until he could touch both feet to the
floor and sit up. He grabbed his cane from the bedpost and
hesitated. His grey right leg hung motionless and void of
sensation beneath him. His eyes rose and searched the
room as carefully as his trembling head would allow. The
brace was nowhere in sight. A high-pitched whimper
escaped him.
Benjamin leaned heavily on his cane and stood. A violent
tremor shook his frame and the light exploded in his eyes.
He sank again. His brow rested upon the handle of his cane.
He sobbed sporadically. "Why can't I? Why? Why?" He
looked up, tears distorting the red and blue lights streaking
across the walls. "Mrs. Cleeeaaaasby!"
Crash! The muffled splintering of wood could be heard
from below. Excited voices grew and then were swallowed up.
Benjamin craned his neck to look out his window. Dull
shafts of white light danced wildly in the virgin blackness of
the window next door and the old man's neck snapped back
into position.
Benjamin screwed his cane into the dust and rose unsteadily. He took a step forward. Another. Another. He
stopped and swallowed with difficulty. What was he doing?
"The brace is not on!" He glanced behind and he gazed
ahead. He was upright in a sea of air with only the floor to
catch him if he faltered. "She told me...I cannot walk
without my brace." Benjamin's hand squeezed the top of
his cane. "But she...is...late!"
He leaned heavily on his cane and dragged his right foot
behind him.
4:35 p.m.
"Monica!"
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"Oh Mrs. Cleasby, could you..."
"Monica, you look dreadful!"
"Could you..."
"Come in come in come in!"
Monica staggered weakly into Mrs. Cleasby's apartment
and stood gathering her balance. She could feel the dirtiness and disorder of her clothing and her left eye was so
swollen she could hardly see out of it. "I must look awful,"
she said.
"Who did this?" the solid, frizzy-haired landlady asked,
guiding Monica to a chair.
"Oh. A boy. He got mad."
Mrs. Cleasby drew in a sharp breath. "A boy? Oh my
dear, dear child!"
"He just hit me. I'll be all right."
Mrs. Cleasby sighed. "That's good," she said and then
added, "that he didn't...that he only..." Monica nodded to
her. Mrs. Cleasby smiled without pleasure and nodded
back. "I thought," she said, leaving the girl and walking
toward the bathroom, "you were upstairs with Mr.
Schloehause. I heard him hollering up there." She ran some
cold water and soaked a small towel in it.
"Oh, I,. .he must be furious. I woke up in an alley..."
"Oh dear child!" Mrs. Cleasby said, returning with the
dripping towel. "He beat you in an alley! Here, put this on
your eye, dear."
Monica winced at the icy compress. "No, He must have
brought me there after. To hide me. It was just around the
corner from where..."
"Now let me call the police."
"There are police cars next door."
"There are?"
"Yes, but don't call them. I'm not up to it. Just...just fix
me up a bit before I see Mr. Schloehause. I don't want to
frighten him, but he..."
"Oh my dear," Mrs. Cleasby sighed, "you should have
gone straight to a hospital."
"There wasn't time. Mr. Schloehause needs his..."
Both women jumped and a pain shot through Monica's
throbbing head. From the outer hallway came a loud crash
followed by a series of thumps followed by another crash.
"What's..."
"Good Lord!" Mrs. Cleasby wailed. "Someone's fallen
down the stairs!" The stocky landlady moved quickly and
Monica followed closely at her heels, dropping the towel to
the floor. At the foot of a green, rickety stairway lay a
crumpled human heap.
"Mr. Schloehause!" Monica cried.
"Lord!" said Mrs. Cleasby.
Monica dropped to her knees and cradled the old man's
head deep in her arms. His bare right leg jutted from
beneath his night-clothes at a crazy angle. "Why did you do
that?" Monica sobbed. "Why?"
"Pig-headed old..." Mrs. Cleasby checked herself and
straightened her posture. Now she would have to call the
police.
"Was it because I was late? Oh my dearest God, was it?"
"Now now, dear," said Mrs. Cleasby, "you've no call to
do that! No call at all!"
"But I...I..."Monica turned from the old man and looked
into the landlady's owlish eyes. "I don't understand," she
cried, "I don't understand why he did that. I told him he
couldn't." She turned again, tearfully inspecting Benjamin's silent, grey features. "What do they want? What do
any of them want? I don't understand,"
The landlady shook her head sadly. "I don't understand it
either, child." She had been a woman for sixty-three years
now.
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Separation
Bob Purcell

Beneath a shackled tabac sign
night pooled rain on the Montparnasse
three French Africans speak their native tongue.
The rain quickens, they begin to hum
deep tones, words I cannot understand.
Meaning stirs past language - separation for me smelling of wind off highland moors,
a lilt of departure in the murmur skeined glens
and her lacelike easy hello.
pn,^H|

The Impressionist. Now, her pungent turn and swish
appears in Van Gogh
"crows in a cornfield" perhaps?
Her hair's russet on a starched blouse or pillow
The year's movement and mood were also like Van Gogh
but you dismiss the madness and languish in her peace,
ah, contagious peace
like Amsterdam
the Jewish quarter on Sabbath,
nodding canals, sunflowers yawning against windowfronts.

^7
Richard Ruchman

Blue Sniffles

Efforts at verse begin then fumble,
the flowerwoman's arthritic hands wrapping iris in newsprint,
and you're trying to write a decent poem
but what use is verse when lilts and brush strokes . . .
Don't write. Remember last days.

Alan Golanski

blue sniffles
a glitter warm
mothered by the womblike ear
packages
ponytail
and gone
a.
b.
c.
d.

a young woman's clothes
she did
her erring
my heart
(in spiritual
unity
with
the light
from beneath her
temple
e. she picked them off the
grass
f. she had
(she rose
g. the young woman
(blue sniffles

August Snow

Evening overlooking Thegosnachegli harbor
we sat eating cheese and apples as the fleet slipped in,
the nets in labor with herring.
Bright water, each wave twanges her name: K
water and quick laughter
a knife chop through apple tumbles: K
so that even the shiver of firs, blue green
catches her eye.

Elephantitis
Sandman

The pimples on the
back

of your
neck
remind me
of the time
I went to the circus
and saw an
elephant crap in
the center ring.

Alan Golanski

December rain cloud (tranquil mutiny)
With floating dulcet sound and fragrant names,
Suspended in the woman poet's heart,
Which cools from winter heat before it flames.

On Becoming a Man
Sandman

From tender ruth the raging birth of art!
When sprinkled things (like dust in sunshine rays,
Bestrewn yet real) condense and take a form,
Then shower down, the myths begin to blaze,
(One tiny bead of ice foreruns the storm.)
And in the morning rainbow aurae gleam,
Prismatic drizzle skims the air and dew
Drops settle on her loganberry cream.
Her lips (sweet cynosures of love) turn blue,
One August snow of bloodless harmony.

Last week
I made
mv
own bed.
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AnhSam 1968
Jim Shepherd

Noisy dawn.
Opal haze seeps through a green-fingered night
to the jungle floor.
Noisy unnoticed bird carrying
motley pearl eggs underwing
flashes treetop level gulping distance.
Single glassy eye reveals crewcut within
26 year old product of Billings, Montana,
switching. Pushing. Clicking. Activating.
Pod 1 "ACT" Pod 2 "ACT" Pod 3 "ACT" Pod 4 "ACT"
ARM 1 ARM 2 ARM 3 ARM 4
Snug in his black and silver universe
with twinkling number stars,
crewcut knows of no other.
But his bird does.
Sensors snapping up data relentlessly
digit counters spinning
TARGET AREA MINUS 3400 MINUS 1200 MINUS 0200 MINUS 0
LOCK. FIX.
FIRE.
Crewcut obeys.
Pearly clusters fall away silently from the glittering streak,
penetrating the green fingers of the canopy.
Weapons Pod 1 greets a grove of trees
with a blinding crash scattering splintered wood and leaves.
Weapons Pod 2 greets a rice paddy
anti-personnel bomb smothering in a geyser of muck
Weapons Pod 3 greets a sprinting 'gook'
showering jelly fire over a 50 yard radius.
Weapons Pod 4 greets some thatched mud roofs
and the families within with the same bright orange splash.
12.3 miles away the Grumman Intruder pulls into a bank
its console faithfully reporting all pertinent data
save a few columns of smoke twisting skyward
in the distance.

f OOD CLEAN WASH, Cmstsn
1
ALL" For Your Convenience.

Lisa Dryman

Home under
a dark sky raining
feeling only
half—a
malnourished dream
Home in a dark
dream, in a
mind of terror
screaming
a half-parented
child
mind dream unknown
an open-mouthed
death:
mamaaa
in a nightmare
calling
then, in foolish light
trying
to piece the dream
to make more
light,
to pierce the shadow
to find its
source,
to choke in sleep
and wake,
more dead than
hungry
in the house
of someone else's
life.

Dan Kelman

Poetry Circuit Competition
For the seventh consecutive
year the Connecticut Poetry
Circuit will send four undergraduate student poets to
tour colleges in the state
reading from, their works in
February and March, 1976. The
readings will be arranged by
the Circuit and an honorarium
of $30.00 each will be paid
following every scheduled
program. All colleges in the
state are invited to select one
student poet to try for this
honor. Trinity College will hold
a competition open to all
students to select its candidate.
Those wishing to enter the

competition should submit 4
copies of S pages of verse (any
number of poems not to exceed
5 pages altogether) to Professor
Dori Katz, P.O. Box 1324, by
October 15, 1975. The student's
name should not appear on the
poetry but on an attached sheet
of paper, along with his or her
address at Trinity. The decision
will be made by a committee
composed of . Faculty and
Students.
Students
having
more
questions regarding the competition can contact Professor
Katz at ext. 383.
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Notes to the Writer: The Creative Process

Sandy Laub
Even as creation begins in chaos, with a
vague, even confused excitement - it must
somehow evolve into an order; and this
characteristic order must naturally begin to
shape its own product. In this way the artist's 'will'-or whatever it is that both efficates that 'somehow' step and characterizes that order, binds him inextricably to
his work-so much so that as C.G. Jung
remarks' "The work in process becomes the
poet's fate and determines his psychic
development. It is not Goethe who creates
Faust but Faust which creates Goethe."
But what is the nature of that process? Is
it born of purely conscious calculation or is
it magically spontaneous arid automatic?
Anton Chekhov has insisted that only a
lunatic would create quite automatically:
"...to deny that artistic creation involves
problems and purposes would be to admi't
that
an artist creates
without
premeditation, without design, under a
spell. Therefore if an artist boasted to me of
having written a story without a previously
settled design, but by inspiration, I should
call him a lunatic,.."
And yet, in the introduction to her novel
Mrs. Dalloway, Virginia Woolf describes
how she was forced to abandon her attempts
at a plan for the book and to go forward
without method or theory. Her difficulty
arose from the fact that her impulses, her
'will', could not find suitable expression in a
conventional, ordered plan.
Plan, then, must not be enforced by the
will but rather must come as a part of the
natural development of the work itself.
Itis an organic need, rather than will, that
must determine the choice of a subject. As
T.S. Eliot said' "We all have to choose
whatever subject matter allows us the most
powerful and most secret release; and that
is a personal affair."
The semantics behind the creative
process, all those fiercely interdependant
terms like 'will', 'plan', 'inspiration' make
for a very tidy portrait of the artist. But we
have seen how contradictory those terms
can be, and thus how basically useless.
Behind all the intellectualism and objectivity and piecing together of the parts,
the whole puzzle finally emerges in that
'personal affair' Mr, Eliot speaks of - that
affair, specifically between the writer and
the blank page.
In trying to delve down to this fundamental artist - product relationship I
spoke with two writer-professors in the
Trinity community-Hugh Ogden and
^kjphen Minot, Here they share their personal thoughts and professional advice on
.he business of writing:
Hugh Ogden-The Poet's Ego
"As a poet one never really rises above
one's ego. You write a really good poem and
you wonder if you'll ever be able to do it
again. You've achieved something fresh and
unique and you're wondering how to bring
yourself back into that state of creation.
I'm always jotting down notes. You have
to carry a notebook around with you all the
time or you'll end up with a collection of
• napkins and scraps of paper. (NOTE:
Joseph Heller keeps a system of index
cards, most with just a word or one line.
He'll think of an especially catchy, clever
line, record it, file it away, and often use it
as the very first line of a novel. Catch 22
oegan this way.)
"You should set up a special time for
yourself every day to write. The actual
writing of a poem is affected by a complex of
factors-where you are in your life, where
you are actually doing the writing-a college
environment, for example, can present
greater drawbacks to the poet than to the
fiction writer.
"Any writer needs a sort of patron and the
poet's patron is academia. Since almost
every poet is connected in some way to a

Coordinating Editors
" Ti'Maun i Southworth-Business
George Roberts—Poetry
Meri Adler—Fiction

avoid jobs where
the
•
• same
university this results in alot of academic should
disciplines
for
writing
creatively
are used
poetry-cliqueish, abstract, full of in- commercially.) or whether you want
one to
tellectual concerns. Teaching at a univer- complement the other, try to be around
sity gives poetry this kind of cast, so one people interested in ideas. That's why so
must constantly guard against the in- many writers go into teaching. A regular set
clination to over-abstract,
overintellectualize. I like richer poetry that of hours leaves you exhausted, while
comes frpm the earth, the working class. I
try to write about life experience and
culture in the widest sense.
"At a university time presents a problem.
It's self-defeating to teach a short-term
writing course. Writing needs assimilation.
You can have dry spells that last for years,
and in the mean time you must do something
else. For instance, Milton wrote his early
poetry and then went into politics, writing
pamphlets for the Cromwellian government. It is beneficial to go out into society
because your writing really depends upon a
diversity of experience and awareness.
"I do think, though, that the independant
tutorials at Trinity work very well on an
individual basis. I've had students go off the
England for an entire semester and just
write. Every two weeks or so they send back
material,
"So while for a teacher the academic
environment may prove stultrifying at
times, the student at a university such as teaching is flexible. But to teach English is
Trinity, who is given a loose framework in to constantly be reading student's work.
which to discipline himself and participate Ideally, one should be a mathematician: In
in a kind of apprenticeship, is provided with fact this becomes a great help in writing
a very good, stimulating environment. The science fiction, as Isaac Asimov proves,
writer needs praise, but more important he
"To free lance or not to free lance really
needs the honest reactions and criticisms comes down to deciding whether you want to
afforded him in a college situation."
be a writer of fiction or a writer of non-fiction.
Stephen Minot-Writing Fiction for Pleasure Working for a magazine is a totally different
and Profit
route and is as far removed from writing
"There is a tendency for people to want to fiction as, say, law. The magazine world
start at the top in writing. They immediately requires you to put out a product. Sell the
send material to a big magazine with a large •product-the words don't really make any
circulation. I would suggest getting started difference. Original composition comprises
in a lesser known magazine with a smaller perhaps one tenth of the job on a magazine.
circulation. This is, after all, the real func- The rest is lay-out, advertising, marketing.
tion of magazines like the Antioch Review Working on a magazine will not help or
and the North American Review- to find hinder you as a writer. The big advantage I
new talent. (NOTE: "There is a complete see, however, is that you are constantly
selection of lesser known literary magazines around people who take literature as a
in the library.)
communicative art seriously.
The best approach is to read a lot of
"The problem for an undergraduate
magazines and find one that publishes the writer is that you don't know whether you're
kind of fiction you're writing. Start sub- good. There is no real way to test the ego,
mitting by making a list of four or five such unlike a concert pianist who by the time he's
magazines and send one poem or one story twenty knows whether he's got it or not, A
to each. To a major magazine send at the writer may not blossom until.he's forty-five.
most one story or a group of three poems. So the possibility o£ emerging as an acMail flat, not folded, in a large envelope with complished writer always dangles ahead of
no covering letter (unless you know
somebody, which helps enormously). Include a self-addressed envelope.
Remember one rejection means nothing.
Magazines get over one hundred unsolicited
manuscripts, a day~that is, those not sent by
an agent. So a rejection may just mean
they've already printed something similar
to your work or that they already have too
many stories on the same subject. Don't
crumple at the first rejection slip. It's not
necessarily a literary condemnation. If the
piece is worth sending at all it's worth
sending to ten publishing firms or
magazines. If, you're then rejected by all,
there's probably something wrong with it.
"It's not a good idea to send bad material
to a publisher. You are introducing yourself
to the editors for.the first time and they will
probably be reading your work for years.
First impressions do count when considering your reputation as a serious writer.
"Meantime, do something else. No one
makes money off poetry. (NOTE: Both Mr.
Minot and Mr. Ogden were in complete
accordance on this point.) Poets depend on
readings and most often a teaching job
Even in fiction, where it's a little easier to
support yourself through your art, another
job is necessary. Joseph Heller still works in
an advertising firm. Whether you choose to
completely divorce your art from your job
Hugh Ogden
(NOTE: Arthur Koppit asserts that writers

you. There is no point at which you can say
}
'I'll never make it'.
As to one's manner of writing-rhost
professionals can write using the first
person and not become autobiographically involved. The clue as to when they're in.
serting a bit of themselves is when they

Stephen Minot
switch to third person. There is a significant
shift when you no longer see the protagonist
as self, and can take a cosmic view of him,
smiling indugently from above. The science
fiction writer may find it more difficult to
make the .shift going the other way, from
objective to subjective. Because of the intellectual tone of .science fiction it is more
difficult for the writer to project himself into
his work. Vonnegut, for example, finally
moved from purely intellectual to personal
experience with Slaughterhouse Five. He
reveals something of himself for the first
time in this book.
So writers-accomplished and aspiringtake heart: You've got the best of all
possible creative world's right here at
Trinity. Read, think, react, emerse yourself-and when you think you're ready,
remember to mail flat and include a
stamped self-addressed envelope. Good
Luck!
"The best way to become a good writer is
to read more than the average person;This
is the greatest lack in would-be writers.
They should read volumes both in ami out of
formal class room si I ua I inns. For
dramatists the amount of plays seen counts-go every other weekend ->;«'•« ^MI plays,
bad plays, bad plays done wcil ami good
plays dime badly. Knterse yourself: 1 am
convinced that reading is even mont important than experienet;; witness Emily
Dickinson. You must lake in more that you
give out.

Staff
Bill Epes
Michael Johnson
John Latz
Michael Madore

Catherine Mackay-Smith
Delia Marshall
Robert Purcell
Dave Rowlands

Barry Douglas—Art
Bruce Potefcy—Photography
Sandy Laub—Eeview Society
Wenda Harris—Publicity
Brian Crockett—Uyout
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Dance Therapist WHS Give Workshop
courses in creative dramatics,
Mara Capy, dance educator and creative movement, multi-arts
dance therapist will give a education, and movement therapy
workshop on "The Art ofat a variety of institutions inStorytelling" Thursday, Oct. 16 at cluding Windham College, Antoch4:00 in Seabury 47.
Putney Graduate School, HampMs. Capy is a doctoral candidate shire College, University of
in the Aesthetics and Education Massachusetts and Connecticut's
Program at the University of Institute for Movement ExMassachusetts. She has worked as ploration. Ms. Capy is presently coa dance therpist at the Brattleboro director of the Antioch Putney
Retreat in Brattleboro, Vermont Dance Therapy Program.
and presently at the Veterans
Ms. Capy's workshop is open to
hospital
in Northampton, all interested in participating or
Massachusetts. She has taught observing.

Trio Presents An
Historical Evening

Mara Capy demonstrates her'Art of Storytelling'

to attentive children.

Gorso Concert Features Variety
by Henry B. Merens
Recently, Steve .Corso, an ex- "Cowgirl in the Sand," the im- addition to some fine guitar work,
tremely talented student at pression I got was not of someone Corso displayed his versatility by
Trinity, gave a folk concert in the attempting to do a faulty Neil
cave. Corso, who accompanied Young impersonation, but rather it . playing the harmonica on both of
himself with his guitar and later was of someone trying to perform these songs.
on, with a harmonica as well, Neil Young's music in an in-' In the final portion of the second
played a variety of songs ranging novative way.
set, Mark Gerchman, playing
from Neil Young to C.S.N.Y., and
tenor sax, came up on stage and
Although
the
songs
Corso
did
by
from Cat Stevens to some very fine
jammed with Corso on songs by
Cat
Stevens
were
not
as
effective
original material.
as the Neil Young material, they Neil Young and Corso. Dave SchCorso opened his show with were nonetheless extremely well wab, playing lead guitar, came up
"Teach Your Children," and from done. The highlight of this set was for Corso's finale. Gerchman did
the very beginning, he established "The Wind" as Corso captured the an excellent job of improvising on
an original style, instead of at- tender lyricism of the song in his both the Neil Young material and
tempting to imitate Crosby, Stills,
Corso's own.
vocals.
Nash and Young.
He sang "Father and Son" in a
I have saved the final part of this
His first set mainly included rather unique fashion; by changing
music written by Neil Young and octaves every few lines, the duality review to discuss Corso's original
Cat Stevens. I especially enjoyed expressed in the conflict of the material. His own music was the
Corso's rendition of "Ohio," which aging father and the hesitant son most entertaining part of the
concert; the songs "Strong
displayed a strong instrumental was present in the vocals.
Enough" and "Tonight" are truly
line as well as a good usage of
Also performed in the first set professional, both in their vocal
vocal dynamics. Corso continually
employed dynamics as a method was "Sunshine" by John Denver content and in their instrumental
themes. Other songs, "Suzanne,"
by which the dangers of a single- and "Get Together" by the,
"Love 'Moves Too Slow," and
Youngbloods.
At
this
point,
the
man
show
coming off
audience really came alive and got "Long As There Is You" are very
nonotonously were avoided.
into Corso's music. "Love the One solid works that, although they do
Other standouts were "Old Man" You're With" closed out the first not approach the former two, are
and "Needle and the Damage set; the rapport Corso established also very good. "Tonight" and
Done." Both of these songs are with the audience was brought out "Strong Enough" are exceptional
difficult in view of the far ranging in his ad libs in this final piece of songs and that is the reason for the
vocal lines running through them. the first set.
other three not being on the same
, ; , '.'. : "
Corso handled the vocals quite well
level.
and in "Old Man," especially, he
Corso began the second set with
In general, the concert was fully
exhibited a strong command of the "Heart of Gold" and "Only Love
enjoyable
and I am looking forupper notes in his range.
Can Break Your Heart," both
In these songs as well as in songs written by Neil Young. In ward to seeing Corso perform
again in the near future.

The Dance Theatre of Harlem,
one of the world's newest and finest
classical dance companies, appears in a half-week residency at
the Bushnell Memorial with a
lecture demonstration Oct. 16, and
performances Oct. 17 & 18.
Founded in 1969 by Arthur
Mitchell, a leading member of the
New York City Ballet for more
than 15 years, the Company is one
of the first classical ballet companies in the world whose dancers,
contributing
artists and
choreographers are predominantly
black. It has established a special
identity and won high praise both
at home and abroad for artistry
and excitement. In tours of the
U.S., Europe and Caribbean
Islands, the Company has been
hiahlv acclaimed by the world's
leading dance magazines.
For details of Dance Theatre of
Harlem activities and performances phone the Bushnell
Memorial at 527-3123.

OREO POTTER

DEN WOW'D YOU t \ K E TO
S^E KITTY THROTTLEP
AFORE YOUR VERY
EYES ?.'

M»STER PUO, MY
MOMMY SAYS I CAN'T
KEEP KITTY NO
MORE. YOU WANNA

JSUY

Dance Theatre of Harlem
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by Bruce C. Kinmouth
Goodwin Theatre sank back in pressively. Most notable was some
time by roughly six centuries last of the solo lute playing by Miss
Wednesday night as it became the Putsche, where she demonstrated
setting for a concert by The clarity in all the voice parts and
Renaissance Trio sponsored by the played with precision.
I feel that the performers could
Trinity College Program in Music.
The trio consisted of Claire Pur- have been a bit livelier with many
sche, lutist, Peter Shea, tenor, and of the pieces that deserved it. Parts
Susan Zimmerman, who played of the performance seemed too
harp, recorders, and krummhorn. sombre and technical to accurately"
All three are graduates of nearby represent this early form of entertainment which was probably
Hartt College of Music.
The presentation, although in- originally rendered in less rigid a
tended for the enjoyment of the style.
college community as a whole, fit One of the more interesting or
in particularly well with the unusual instruments played was
current studies of MUS III, the the krummhorn, an early double
music history course being offered reed instrument. Why composers
chose the krummhorn over the
at present.
The program was divided into fourteenth century kazoo is unfive sections, being Renaissance certain, as both sound nearly alike,
music of Spain, England, Ger- and the kazoo is certainly easier to
many, France, and Italy. While the play. Miss Zimmerman's facial
individual selections are tooexpression while she played the
numerous to mention, many krummhorn was one of someone
composers' names may betrying to inflate their fiftieth party
familiar. Although I won't hold the balloon.
The turnout and enthusiasm of
general Tripod reader responsible,
music majors should be familiar the audience was encouraging, and
with such names as Josquin des demonstrated again a true interest
Pres, Diifay, Machaut, Montiverdi, in live performances at Trinity.
The postlude series and other
H. Mancini, and others.
All three performers were very student groups should be starting
capable technically and Mr, Shea performances soon, so watch for
sang some of the. songs quite ex- coming announcements.

HER?

I HAS NO

use
YOUR
KITTY.

MOVE ASIDE,
HENRY

KISSINGER.'
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"Eggs'* At theAtheneum Through Oct
where to and how?" The function material of the heterosexed . . ,
of the grid is too precisely destroy As for other texts, for language
the "i" and replace it with an "us" texts, for more explicit sexual
which cannot see itself. It returns texts, for political texts, etc., I
of the dream and explain it away in and
P*"f
c!mni«Ti«/riit
offt Tt is the the viewer to passivity which is the suspend activity for the asceticism
terms of wish-fulfillments and ideology
• • fis£simply
goff the
WJ A
^ t , itself,
S £ «ofSthe
; natural state of biological (yawn) of painting which has always been
Thing
libido patterns revealed, In this
man.
. , superior and will remain with
case, we are left with sand/ in'the material presence of ideas
In this manner, Zehr certainly edward the second forever. It is the
(assuming
Zehr
has
ideas)
which
mouth and curious stains oh the
are iconic and anti-substance. We uses a most appropriate connote; idea of boy scout for boy scout that
gallery wall. The veritable ap- have
a contradiction in the middle namely, sand, which is the first is important, not the real Thing.
petite of the psychology-mpvie- of the
desert and our boy. scouts sex, the real foundation of ritual, The stain on the gallery wall
by Michael Madore
machine forces mikel to the second have hidden behind paintings the excuse for monasteries, (he reminds us well,
teXt.
.';':•••'
•,
At home on the geographical
(which are the closest things to straight lines of desire, and the
The synchronic space of an- icons).
surface, I am thinking in terms of
,
thropology
and
the
myth
bundle.
pluralities of texts which will lead
This ideology certainly simOur Zehr piece exists as a sentence plifies things (oops!) and
me into a type of boy scout love.
which is repetitive and based automatically places these types of
This boy scout:love seeks to setup
solely on the relation of each sand Art-as-Material in the convenient
Thirteen artists representing a
a series of interpretations in
Artists whose prints will be on
mound to the whole of the work or lexicology of myth, ritual, shaman, variety of techniques will have
respect to the Zehr piece. Art
exhibit include Chuck Close,
to
other
sand
mounds.
It
is
nonworks
exhibited
at
the
Hartford
criticism is predicated on an axis
primitive, etc. This of course inof decomposition similar to the hierarchical and more the result of sures an illusion in the haughty Art School of the University of Jasper Johns, Roy Lichtenstein,
pretty disease of anthropology. In esthetic play than political outrage struggle of art especially in an age Hartford from October 1-24.
Robert Mangold, Bruce Marden,
or adolescent contempt. It is myth of signs as opposed to indexes. Our
any case, we find ourselves with
Robert Morris, Bruce Nauman,
"Prints
Contemporary"
will
flashlights in one hand and the according to what certain artists artists are more economic
Robert Rauschenberg, James
show
works
of
significant
conhave conceived as such. With the (therefore, revolutionareeee) and
enigma of sons on the other.
Rosenquist, Richard Serra, Alan
temporary
artists
who
have
made
• The first text or structure-of- styleization of our beloved levi- quick with the charts. Zehr, for
Shields, Keith Sonnier, and Andy
use
of
printmaking
with
meaning I would like to outline is
strauss, myth as art, or ritual as example, labored for four days on
Warhol.
the dream metaphor/or field of
art, have become popular at- her hands and knees outlining the provocative results. Printmaking
is
seen
to
be
a
viable
means
for
metaphor. The Zehr piece lends
tributes/methodologies. Any art- grid and then pouring the silica
Joseloff Gallery is open Monday
itself well to the ideology of dream
work can be seen as archetypal, as through cones to arrive at her strong works of art, according to through Friday, 9 a.m. to 4:30
interpretation: physical presen- a concretion of the illfamed and
Certainly, she considers herself to Nancy Giesmann, graphics in- p.m., and Monday through
tation of dream, memory tracings
much abused un/consciousness bi be part of some religious activity in structor at the Art School and Thursday, 7 to 9 p.m.
(the sand mounds, the edge of the our pretty universal collective. For
the -shape of collective-fucking coordinator of the exhibition.
sand as it dissipates onto the floor),
all its worth, our sand mounds may which is, frankly, Dumb if hot
primitive landscape (instincts and
represent decayed gods or the Tiring.
,
the" interior), the ego's peculiar
signifiers of ancient animals and
Behind
her
grid,
behind her egotime-space (psychospatial), and
their dance dementia.
illusion, we find a second level of
overdetermined images (nodal
All linguistic signs are arbitrary space; a.space of non-activity, of
points-tlie sand mounds) which are
and one can make a strong case for notation, recording, and conrepeated along a grid structure.
the arbitrariness of art sign- versation where the nuns" and
This all helps to place the artwork
Set sail on the
s/markings. We have a bundle of rabbis speak in terms of " i " and
into the alloplastic laboratory of
Pequod
fora voyage into
relations which attempt to con- hold seminars on "humanism:
Connie Zehr
Matrix Gallery
Wadsworth Atheneum
Sept.- Oct. 1975
Exhibition piece: "Eggs" White silica and brown eggs
bullion the floor projecting
white silica and brown eggs
from existing Matrix walls

our behavioral pinpointed, « 1 ^ S g e ? S S i S
namely, we put the artwork; into' • £ 3 ^ J ^ ^ i 5 £ H te
the context (similar to the spider) J j gc ^ e e ^nSTSitdy

Contemporary Prints

the days of whales and an
adventure in Fine Dining.

Opera Season Opens
On October 11 the Connecticut
Opera Assoc. will start their 34th
season honoring the Bi-Centennial
by presenting Puccini's "Girl of
the Golden West" in a brand new
production which promises to be a
truly theatrical evening.
This rarely done opera contains
some of Puccini's best and most
beautiful music and will be a real

!

Greose

f

treat for opera-goers. One of the West," is also an excellent actor
reasons that this opera is so in-. and well known opera librettist. He
frequently done is that scenery is will be stressing credabUity from
not readily available. Connecticut, the singers in this production;!
Opera is building its own sets Anton Gaudagno of the'Vienna
which will be designed by Dean Statsopera will conduct. Single
Tschetter under the supervision of tickets are now on sale at the opera
stage director, Henry Butler, of office and the Bushnell Box Office.
Metropolitan Opera fame. Butler, Call 527-0713 for information.
who is staging "Fanciulla del
R* an mn KN M
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' "Grease" the rock'n'roll musical
satire billed as a "new 15>5O's
musical" returns to the Bushnell
Specializing in long hair
Memorial for one performance
razor cutting, styling and shaping
only 8 p.m. Wed. Oct. 15.
Featuring R.K. products
Opened in 1971, "Grease" has
been playing somewhe* sucr
Hrs. Tues-Fri. 8:30 am-5:30 pm
Sat, 8 am-Spm
cessfully ever since. Cor
ith
68» Maole Ave.
Paul Sealora, Stylist
hand jive, poodle skir.
',y
Phone: 728-8843
socks and greased hair, tii .vrely
musical is a favorite df all
(across from the Hearthstone Restaurant)
generations.
"Grease" is a loving; nostalgic, fM MM W l MM WM MM MM MM UM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM b M MrfM *
sometimes cynical and always
funny look at an unforgettable era.
Ticket information is available at
246-6807.

j 'Stories'

PHONE 532-6686

1

Stories of Clothes" written by
Liz Egloff (class of '75) and
directed by Roger Shoemaker
will again be presented at the
Goodwin Theatre, Saturday
night, Oct. 11 at 8:15.

MASTER CHARGE

THIS WEEKS
SPECIAL:

Cumberland
Farms

POMPOMS
$1.75 a bunch
2B9 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD, CONN.

BILL OR GARY

We• Don't Accept
Checks
• Have Cheap
Gas and 7 Up
Too!
429
Washington Street

Connecticut Cleaners
347 Washington Street - Hartford
— FREE —
Student Discount Cards
™, . Available A t Store
Wash & Dry Bundles
Dry Cleaning

|

Day Service

CAPTAIN ABAB'S
WELCpNlES YOU TO PARENTS WEEKEND
Hartford's Newest Restaurant
440 Asylum St.
(Above the.Shoreham
Hotel Around theComer from Union Place)'

"SPECIAL; —
REDUCED FARES
UNTIL NOV. 1st
Bring This Coupon
and Receive Your
Second Dinner For

$

2.50*

Dinner Includes: A
Shuttle to Our Lifeboat
For All The Salad
You Can Eat.
J * pay regular fare for first dinner
and receive second dinner
for$2.50. Higher priced dinner
to be paid for for.
ONE COUPON VALID
FOR!ENT«Ri PARTY,

Join The Cmptmin and Crew
For An Evening You'll
Never Forget
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Book Review:

The Book of Names - Hartford
Southern New England Telephone
New Haven, Connecticut, 1975
637 pages

by William Mathews
The 1975 edition of the Hartford (203) rumbling with foreboding.
Telephone Directory is more than The menace spreads quickly,
just another bright star in the too- reaching even the exotic area code
good-to-be-true series published by
SNET in the last four years. More
201 (Hackensack).
The main impetus of the work,
complete (if that is indeed however, begins with the haunting
possible) than either the pensive A's. The "Aansen Aadmunsen"
1970 or the heroic 1974 directories,
is possibly heir apparent to,
this latest oeuvre may well be as listing
Melville's
deck shuffleboard scene
far as an art form can be honed. It
is, unmistakenly, Homeric in
in Moby Dick. We soar, pages
scope.
later, with the irreverently
Set in the malevolent Con- surrealistic F's. The Kafkaesque
necticut River Valley ("Insurance "Manny Funt", "Morton Funt"
Land" to Hawthorne in his early and "Munt Funt" pastiche is
efforts), we are plunged ankle- destined to be used in school texts
deep into dialing instructions for decades to come.
which are Orwellian in complexity.
Early on, we sense that all is not But Southern New England is
right as the chilling warning about above all, not without humor. The
fraudulent calls send Connecticut Rabelaisian S's show SNET facile

carpenters with lighthearted
horseplay. The hilarious comedy of
errors a s "Schnucks" and
"Schurbusch" meet on page 386
demands of Chaucer, "move over,
I'm bawdy, too!"
Almost too soon, this significant
work closes. As "Zwick" and
"Zymbol" both forget their hats
and coats in "Zznutner's Flower
Shop", doomed to wander forever
in search of the mystical tri-cities
Centralia, Scud and Narwal, ashen
clouds, troubled and swirling, race
across
the sky. Mortals
everywhere realize the terrible
scheme of God in his vault of
heaven - there are no more people
to list in Hartford. It is a lesson
well worth learning.

Wooden Ships Arts Cafe at 72 once called by Terry Southern, no
Union Place in Hartford, presents less, as "a poet of the piano. We
a silent film series with a live piano hope to offer popcorn and munplayer beginning Oct. 10 and every chies. So, forget your seventies'
Friday after at 7:30 and 9:30. doldrums and slip into the pa8t
Admission is $2.00.
with a lot of laughs.
As for all WOODEN SHIPS
performances, you are invited to
bring in your own bottle. Unfortunately, we cannot list the
films to be shown because of
scheduling difficulties with the
various companies. (See your local
calendar or stop in for lunch
627 Main St.
sometimes and you can get the
info). We are attempting to show
opposite City Hall
the films of the leading directors of
VALUABLE COUPON
the period, Griffith, Keaton,
Langdon, Fairbands, films which
WORTH ONE DOLLAR
have not been widely circulated.
toward the purchase of one
Keeping in the tradition, live piano
accompaniment will highlight the
large pizza and two soft
film. Scheduled piano players
drinks.
include Peter Brown, our MIDExpires Oct. 14,1975
NITE CAFE musician, who was

Educational Services
terested in study away from
Trinity during their junior year are
This program, formerly known encouraged to consider the London
as the Trinity College/Rome School of Economics. Two students
Campus, will begin receiving from Trinity have returned from
applications from students after 15 their last year there, and two other
October. Applications must be Trinity students will be at the
turned in by 27 October 1975 for London School of Economics this
participation during the spring of year. Consult the information
(catalog and maroon folder) in the
1976.
.
Office of Educational Services.
Also talk with Professor LeRoy
Dunn and Dean Winslow during
A number of programs run under October.
the auspices of The American
University in Washington, D.C. are
available for Trinity students to
apply to. If interested for the
Mr. C. A. C. Wilson of the British
Trinity Term 1976, you should and European Studies Group (a
*1 apply by 31 October 1975. Ap-new study program emphasizing
plications will be available in the history, art history, literature,'
" Office of Educational Services on 7 political science, theatre arts, and
October.
sociology) will be at Trinity on
Thursday,
9 October 1975, to
• •
Economics
discuss this one term or full year
Present sophomores with at least program in London. He will be
-a B plus average and who are in- available in Alumni Lounge at 2:00

Barbieri Center

D.C Semester

London Study

*33,500,000
Unclaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

Wooden Ships
Film Series

p.m. to meet with students interested in the possibility of
studying in London through this
program. Information on the
program is available in the Office
of Educational Services (see the
marroon folder).

Venture Program
A large job bank of available
opportunities for employment
during a term off from Trinity is
available in the Office of
Educational Services, This includes a number of foreign jobs,
and Trinity students have been
placed in these as well as in
domestic opportunities. Students
at all interested in taking a term
off from the College and obtaining
employment through the Venture
Program should contact Dean
Winslow at least three months
before the time they plan to be
away. There is no fee for using the
services of the program unless one
accepts
a placement. There is then
a1 $50 placement fee.
On 20 October 1973 (Monday) Mr.
Dingman of the College Venture
Program will be available in
Alumni Lounge at 3:30 p.m. to
discuss the program and how it can
serve students. There is no
obligation attendant upon coming
to this meeting. All are welcome.

JUMBO PIZZA

PAPERS
'N
A PENNY
A Sale of Sorts
At Hartford's Leadins Head Shop
Buy one pack rolling papers,
receive 2nd for one cent.
• Also new gifts for residence,
mind and body,
• $99 Student Waterbed package
from the makers of Nimbus.
o Concert Tickets
11-6 Daily, 'til 9 Thurs.
11 Heath Street
Hartford
523-0869

S H E R ' S AUTOMOTIVE CENTER

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
• I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE BUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

"Be Sure With SHER;'

Name.

I

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

L

House
114 New Britain Ave., Hartford
(Corner Broad St. $ New Britain Ave.)

Open LATE 7 Deys a Week
527-9088

405 WASHINGTON STREET
HARTFORD, CONN. 06114

527-0185

249 OAKLAND ROAD
SO. WINDSOR, CONN. 06074
644 - 9883
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Announcements
Hadassah Fair

Poetry Circuit

Music

Free Univ.

Workshops

If you like "Messiah" you'll love *
Tues., Sept. 23 at 7:30 p.m. an
There will be two workshops in
For the seventh consecutive year
The fourth Annual Craft Fair,
Handel's
"Semolc." The oratorio»
intermediate
Hebrew
class
will
sponsored by the Middletown the Connecticut Poetry Circuit will the Arts Center during the next two begin at the Hillel House, 80 will be given a Hartford premier on ''
weeks.
On
the
9th
there
will
be
a
Chapter of Hadassah, will be held send four undergraduate student
Crescent St. It is part of the Free Saturday, October 4 at 8:00 p.m. in >
on Sunday, October 5, 1975 from 10 poets to tour colleges in the state sound workshop and on the 16th University program this semester. St. James's Church, West Hart-i
a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Riverview reading from their works in there will be a stage lightui£ Other classes being held are ford, by the West Bank Singers and ;
Center in Middletown which is February and March, 1976. The workshop. Any student is welcome Beginning Hebrew and Yiddish. Orchestra, conducted by Charles
located directly behind Sears readings will be arranged by the to come to either of these Contact Jeff Meltzer, Box 1229 or Fidlar. Tickets, $5.00 for adults and
Roebuck Company or right off Circuit and an honorarium of $30.00 workshops. Come to the green 524-1614.
$2.50 for students will be available'!
each will be paid following every room of Austin Arts Center at 2:30.
Route 9.
at the door.
;
Also,
don't
forget
our
Hebrew
Over 150 craftsmen are expected scheduled program. All colleges in
Fall
Shows
Soloists for this major musical;
table - Tues. at 12:30 in the Cave as
the
state
are
invited
to
select
one
from the entire New England area
Production has begun for the two well as Israeli dancing Wed. at 7:30 event are Catherine Christiansen '.
as well as New York and Penn- student poet to try for this honor.
(Sernele), soprano of the N.Y, City ;
in the Washington Room.
sylvania. The show will be held in Trinity College will hold a com- fall shows "Time of Your Life" and
Opera; Ann Peters (Juno), mezzo-'
"Saved."
Any
student
is
welcome
petition
open
to
all
students
to
the upper arcade of the Riverview
coloratura of Opera New England;
Plaza and in case of rain will move select its candidate. Those wishing to come down to the theatre and
Peter Harvey (Jupiter), tenor and i
"High School"
to enter the competition should help out on the sets and/or
to the lower parking arcade.
Woodward Waesche (Cadmus and
costumes.
Shop
hours
are
M-F
submit
4
copies
of
5
pages
of
verse
PUBLIC ADMISSION IS FREE.
The'
Education
Department
is
Somnus)
bass both of Connecticut;
2:30r5:30
and
7:30-10:30
and
Sat.
1Refreshments will be available. (any number of poems not to exsponsoring a free film by Opera Association. Also featured
Homemade baked goods and ceed 5 pages altogether) to 5.
Frederick Wiseman entitled "High are Laura Cook (Ino) and Patricia
plants will be for sale by the Professor Dori Ka'tz, P.O. Box
School" to be shown on Wed- Edge (Iris) of the West Bank,
Angola Talk
Hadassah women. There will also 1324, by October 15, 1975. The
nesday, October 8, at 1:00 p.m. in Singers and Richard Clarke
student's
name
should
not
appear
be a raffle of over fifty items
McCook Auditorium. "High (Apollo) of the Connecticut Opera,
The
U.S.
Labor
Party
is
sponon
the
poetry
but
on
an
attached
donated by the craftsmen. Parking
sheet of paper, along with his or soring a lecture Tues. Oct. 7 at 7:30 School" is a controversial
for visitors is plentiful.
The West Bank Singers first
her address at Trinity. The in Life Sciences on "What's at documentary of student exdecision will be made by a com- Stake in Angola and Portugal?" All periences in a public secondary appeared on The Greater Hartford
school. In the panel and group scene the summer of X973 iru
mittee composed of Faculty and are invited to attend.
Tutors Wanted
discussion which will follow the Lehar's "The Merry Widow,"!
Students.
•' "
film three Trinity faculty members Since then, their performances;
Students having more questions
Intern Program
(Noreen Channels - Sociology have included a Spanish program \
Part-time tutors wanted. $3 per regarding the competition can
Department, Alan Fink - at St. Peter's Church; a concert of I
hour. Tutoring in all high school contact Professor Katz at ext. 383.
"Applications are now being Psychology Department, and Dick
subjects at Gray Lodge, 105 Spring
received for The 1976 Trinity Frank - Education Department) French music at St. John's; an!
Street, Hartford. Group home for
College Legislative Internship will react to the film in the light of evening of Furcell highlighted by!
Brunch
teenage girls. Call for interview,
Program. Students interested in their respective disciplines; and "Dido and Aeneas" at Trinity
673-5566.
Episcopal
Church;
and;
Hillel is sponsoring a Parent's participating in this program will
Weekend brunch on Sunday, Oct. find information and application Ralph Conlon, the Principal of Renaissance songs and dueis;
12 at 10:30 a.m. in Hamlin Hall. forms in McCook, Room 322 (9:00 Bulkeley High School, will add a presented in Hartford's historical!
Shabbat
real life perspective to the landmark, the parish house of The i
Donation is $1 per person. All are a.m. -1:00 p.m.) or Room 324A.
discussion. Come and compare Good Shepherd. This past summer(
welcome.
Candidates for this program are your own experiences.
Shabbat services and dinner will
West Bank presented the first East;
encouraged to attend the special
be held at 30 Crescent St. at 6:30
Bank Festival in The Hale Music!
panels
and
workshop
which
are
p.m. on Oct. 17.
Shell,
featuring Carl Orff's
Talent Show
Open
House
part of the Northeastern Regional
"Catulli Carmina." At the request
Conference
of
The
American
MBOG will present a talent show
WRTC will host an Open House of West Hartford's Bicentennial
KOALA INN KOALA INN KOALA INN, to be held Saturday night Society for Public Administration. on Wednesday, October 8th at 10
Committee, The Singers will
November 8. The show is open to These will be held on Friday, p.m. All interested persons are perform American music during!
all students and faculty members. October 17, 1975 at the Sheraton urged to come and meet the staff the town's 1976 celebration.
Prizes will be awarded as follows.: Hotel, Hartford-Civic Center and sigh-up for various departA reception for the entire
1st prize - $30, 2nd prize - $15, 3rd Complex.
ments. Help is needed in all areas:
prize - case of beer. Acts should
During the week of October 27-31, music, news, sports, special audience and performers will
an entry form (obtained in 1975, there will be a briefing for programming,
production, follow the concert, Join us at St.
Save... 5 submit
Student Government Office) to candidates for The Legislative business and public relations. Hope James's (corner of Walden and!
the rest j the
Jason Jacobson - Box 1179 or to the Internship Program. Graduates of
Farmlagton Ayenue) this Saturday [
is luxury. | SGO by October 15. Auditions will the 1975 program will be available to see you there!
at 8:00.
j
be held October 16-19 and a $10 to answer questions based on their
•^ BJi/St opened
<
Dance
Meeting
j!|j g 69 deluxe rooms and suites
5;
deposit will be required of all acts experiences at The Connecticut
— «Color TV
§
Noise
|
that participate in the show General Assembly.
5 a On 191: 4 min. to Trinity College*
There will be a meeting of the
(refundable
on
show
night).
Any
Questions
pertaining
to
The
<• 249-5811
BralnardRd, '
Z
If you have any comments about!
form of legitimate (or illegitimate) Internship Program and The ASPA Student Dance Organization on
2 /Bralnard Industrial Park)
i2
the
noise level on campus and its!
Tues.,
Oct.
7
in
Seabury
47
at
8
p.m.
entertainment
will
be
considered.
Hartford. Conn.
<J
Conference should be directed to
z
If you are interested in being the Professor Clyde McKee, J r . Activities for the year will be effects on your studying, and any!
Z Make reservations now for
<
about what could be!
Parents Weekond
• Q
MC speak to Jason in the SGO.
(McCook, Room 324A or call 527- discussed. Dance as well as non- suggestions
KOALA INN KOALA INN KOALA *
done
to
alleviate
it, please write!
dance
students
are
encouraged
to
3151, Ext. 318)."
the SGA care of Box 1891.
'
attend,

IlKN Q

C&N AUTO SERVICE

WE DELIVER TO ALL DORMS

General Auto Repairing
1279 Broad Street, Hartford

PITTA GOURMET
PIZZA" GRINDERS

246-0055

Jos. Castro, Prop.

Your hair Is Important, so
trust It only to the best.

BAR'B'Q CHICKEN - SPAGHETTI
507 PARK ST.

HARTFORD

TRINITY BARBER SHOP
209 Zlon Street
expert hair shaping & regular haircuts
Special. . . reg, haircuts $3.00

(Across from US. Post Office)

PIZZA
MON.

WITH EVERY FOUR PIZZAS
WE GIVE ONE PIZZA FREE
thru THUR8. 11 A.M. - S A.M.
PHI.

244-1143

;
j

PHIL
Welcomes Class of 79ill

I

&. OAT. 11 A.M. - 3 A . M .
SUN.

11 A.M. - 18 P.M.

BEFORE YOU LEAVE YOUR HOME
CALL IN YOUR ORDER
WE
DELIVER

527-7380

I
§

I

if you haven't been to Phil's
You haven't been at TRIN!

|
I

Serving Trinity for 32 Years!

I Best Draught Beer & Burgers In Town
Just Over The Rocks

I
f
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Aging Symposium
Connecticut's Commissioner on
\ging, Charles E. Odell, announced the 1975 Symposium on
Nutrition Education for the
Elderly jointly sponsored by the
University
of
Connecticut
Cooperative Extension Services
and the State Department on Aging
to be held Thursday, October 16,
1975 from 9:15 AM to 3:00 PM at the
University
of
Connecticut
Cooperative Extension Center, 24
Hyde Avenue, Rockville.
"The keynote speaker will be the
Chief of the Nutrition Program
with the Administration on Aging,
Office of Human Development,
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare in Washington, D.C.,
Dr. Donald Watkin," said Commissioner Odell. "The title of his
talk ,will be 'The Nutrition
Program for Older Americans - A
Successful Application of Current
Knowledge in Nutrition and
Gerontology."
Among other speakers during a
panel presentation will be the
Chairperson of the Department on
Aging's Advisory Council, Mother
M. Bernadette, who will speak on
the topic "Meeting the Mandate for
Nutrition Education - Connecticut's Unique Approach."
To pre-register and make luncheon reservations contact Dr.
Janina Csajkowski, Director of the
Geriatric Education Model
Project, University of Connecticut,
Storrs, Tel. 486-3635, by October 9,
1975.

Urban Studies Lectures Begin

Mace f© Deliver Second Mellon Lecture

Dr. William Mace will present
the second in a series of six lectures established by a grant from
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
The first, on Oct. 23, will feature on Monday, October 13 at 8:00 p.m.
Professor Albert Hunter speaking in the Life Sciences Center at
on "The Social Consequences of Trinity College. The lecture is free
Neighborhoods and Regions as and open to the public.
Political Units." The second, to be The Mellon lectures will conGOVERNANCE ALTER- given on Oct. 30 by Professor
centrate on three main problems:
NATIVES: FROM
Edwin Haefele, will deal with the the use of language in literary and
NEIGHBORHOOD TO topic "What Criteria Should We non-literary contexts, the role of
REGIONAL CONTROL
Use for Drawing Political Boun- observation in the social and
daries?"
physical sciences, and the nature
The first series of talks will focus
of formal vs. verbal theories in all
upon general considerations inHunter is a. member of the disciplines.
volved in the decision to centralize Department of Sociology 'at the
Mace, assistant professor and
or de-centralize power. The second University of Rochester and is chairman
department of
half of the series will take up the author of Symbolic Communities: psychology ofat the
Trinity, will speak
details of centralized and de- The Persistence and Change of on "Psychological Aspects of
centralized systems.
Chicago's Local Communities, Truth Farming: Cultivating
"Local Community Sentiment in a Theories That Grow and Work."
Mass
Society," "Loss of Com- He will discuss why certain wellThe first in the series of lectures
will be given by Professor Morton munity" and numerous other known theories in psychology show
Tenzer at 8 pm in the Washington papers on neighborhoods as social little promise for development
Room on the subject of "The Basic units.
Political Issues of Urban and
Haefele was formerly with
Metropolitan Government." This
lecture is scheduled for Oct. 9 Resources for the Future and now
Tenzer is Director of the with the Department of Political
University of Connecticut's In- Science at Penn. He is the author of
stitute of Urban Research and Representative Government and
Director of the M.A. Program in Environmental Quality and editor
Public Affairs. Before joining of The Governance of Common
UCONN he was a senior staff Property Resources as well as
member of the Institute for Public articles analyzing alterations in
the two party system.
Administration in New York.
Other lectures in the series will
be announced in the future.
Thrusday, 9 October 1975 - 9:00Two other lectures in the series
11:00 - Watson Fellowship
are planned for October. Both will
Committee meeting to select
which candidates to interview Chaplain Tull's Office.
The Trinity College Urban &
Environmental Studies Program
in co-sponsorship with the TrinityRensselaer Institute for Community Education invites you to
attend a free lecture-discussion
series.

be held at 8 pm in the Washington
Room.

while others show a great deal. Dr.
Charles Miller, professor and
former chairman of the department of physics, will comment.
Other Mellon lecturers are:
De. Charles Miller who will
discuss some of the deep
paradoxes inherent in quantum
mechanics. October 27 •
Dr. Paul Smith, professor and
chairman of the English Department, who will discuss "The Poet
as Parasite: Critical Consequences
of the Theory of Speech Acts,"
November 10:
Dr. Gary Jacobson, assistant
professor of political science, who
will discuss the roles played by
myth, symbol and language in
politics, November 24;
Dr. Norman Miller, professor
and former chairman of the
department of sociology, who will
speak on "The Unicorn in the
Bedroom," December 8,

Announcements

College Loses
Schedule of
Watson Fellowship Drawing Power

(CPS)--More
high
school
students are turning thumbs down
on college these days.
The percentage of men
graduating from high school who
planned to go to college declined
from 76% in October 1972 to 69% in
Tuesday, 14 October 1975 - 8:30- October 1974, the Census Bureau
11:15 - Interviews - Isaac Walton reports. The percentage of collegeRoom Library
bound women remained the same-,
Thursday, 16 October 1975 - 8:30- about 70%.
Similar results were found in a
11:15 - Interviews - Isaac Walton
guarantee which does not fully
Purdue University study. Fewer
Room Library.
inform the public as to any conhigh school students are enrolling
ditions with which they must
in "college prep" type courses now
comply to realize the benefits of Tuesday, 21 October 1975 - 9:00- and are opting instead for
the guarantee. ";•
11:00 - Meeting to select four vocational courses, according to
The photo processing firm will be
nominees - Isaac Walton Room survey results.
.
permitted to exhaust its present
Library.
supply of pre-printed envelopes
provided that any unsatisfied
customer shall be allowed a
complete refund of money paid
upon return of all finished prints to
the firm.

News Note
An agreement containing a
•consent order to cease and desist
'from certain practices in conIfcection with advertised guarantees
'^ias been mutually accepted by the
Consumer Protection Department
and the Mystic Color Lab., Inc., of
Stonington.
. The agreement, according to
Commissioner Mary Heslin, is for
settlement purposes only and does
not constitute an admission by
Mystic Color Lab., Inc., that they
have violated the law as alleged in
a complaint issued recently by the
i. Consumer Protection Department.
A written guarantee, printed on
envelopes supplied by the photo
processing firm for transmittal of
film to its laboratories, came
under scrutiny of the Consumer
Protection Department after
complaints had been received from
several persons.
According to Commissioner
Heslin the guarantee assured users
of the services: "You will receive
. -full credit on each unprintable film
negative" and further promised,
js;."Your money back if you are not
• fully satisfied." She said,
W 'However, those who used the
service of the firm found in many

instances they did not receive full
credit for unprintable negatives
and that money was not refunded
to a dissatisfied customer unless he
met with a series of conditions not
stated in the printed guarantee."
Under terms of the agreement,
Mystic Color Lab., will change the
wording of its written guarantee to
conform to the Connecticut Fair
Trade Practices Act and will
refrain from advertising any

Friendly

A bri9Sinnf, bizarre, .fuiiny cutd
frightening. new novel which
explores .contemporary
in America and! their
effect ypon v.s a§§ '

Corner of Broad & Vernon

See You For,Breakfast
Author of The Hawkhne Monster and Trout Fishing m America

OPEN 7:00 A.M > ,12:00 P.M .DAILY

W1LLAROANO
HIS BOWLING
TROPHIES
A PKRVERSE MYSTERY

\ BOOK-OK-THE-MONTHCI-liB ALTERNATE

$5.95 • Simon and Schuster
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Water Polo Pummels U.R.I.
By Superduck

the left, lefted the ball with his
right foot and made a right-handed
tip-in. At thehalf Trinity led 5-1.

Before an enigmatic, splendiferously enthused gathering of
raucous supporters, the 1975 Inspired by the play in the first
version of the fighting Ducks of half, the team smoked 'em in the
Trinity totally subjugated and third quarter. Making use of
harassed the Rhode Island. Rams Trinity's depth in the persons of Ed
last Wednesday night. With un- Carpenter, Jeff Wagner (who
canny precision and innovation the claims he had the whole freshman
amazin' Ducks flew to a 10-3 vic- class in attendance to see him work
tory, disposing of their competition his magic), Chip Glanville, Rob
Greenwalt, Rob Calgi (a candidate
(?) in short order.
for this year's "Oh wow, far out"
Award), and Steve Berghausen,
In the tradition of Trinity College the third quarter zipped by in no
the
game
started
late. time at all. The silence was sudNonetheless, the vociferous denly broken by cries of "r.b," as
multitude clamored for the match Bomber Meyer faked and passed to
to begin. Having been defeated by
this team the- previous week, the Teich in the hole for another
team desired to settle their ven- Trinity net-slicer. In return for the
detta in a respectable fashion. With stunning assist given him, Teich
the opening lineup of Co-captain stole a pass and zinged it to Meyer,
Gens Shen at goalie, Co-captain who then proceeded to tickle the
Bill Brown at left wing, Ahmed- twine. In his typical showboat
Iceberg
Lettuce
Ahmed at right wing, Dave Teich- manner,
mann playing raan-in-the-hole, Berghausen toyed with his helpless
Rob Meyer at center guard, Jim opponent and turned in a crowdBradt at right guard and Steve pleaser with a going-away
Lloyd at left guard, Trinity came backhand from 8 yards out.
out smoking.
Fully in charge of the game at
this point, Trinity played tight
Trinity won. the coin-toss and defense in the final period and held
decided to defend shallow end first. U.R.I. to one goal. Trinity tallies
Frank Grubelich took over as came on plays by Ahmed and
shallow end goalie and totally Brownie, the latter being a
sealed off the nets, disallowing any superfantastic cwewwhathapenemy hits. In the meantime the penedi don'tbelieve it shot by
amazin' Ducks were scoring in the Brownie as he went up into the
deep end with an early pair of goals ozone to haul in a high lead-pass
by Scott MacDonald and Bill and pop the upper left-hand corner
Brown respectively. The defense of the net. This gave him three
intimidated U.R.I, until the Rams goals on the night, with Dave
were giddy.
Teichmann also connecting thrice.
The second quarter saw heavy Both Shen and The Grube had ten
action as the defense allowed only goalie saves.
one goal, with Trinity chalking up
The team would like to thank the
three scores, On a picture-perfect ladies at the scorer's table for their
pass from Brownie, Teich tipped help.
the little yellow pill into the nets for
For those who missed the action
the first tally. Soon afterwards
Brownie pulled a turn around lay- last Wednesday, the amazin'
back move on his man and sliced Ducks play tomorrow night at
the nets, With seconds left in the home against UConn and Friday
half Teich worked the ball with his afternoon at home (4:00) against
left and with a sweep shot fake to Amherst, Come see a fast-paced
exciting game and cheer on the
team. Be there! Aloha!
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Gene Shen goalies for Ducks

Photo by P . LebowitJ

Cross Co on fry I-1

Squash

Trinity's young cross-country 1 with a smashing victory over
team is suffering from an acute University of Hartford by a 19-44
All candidates interested in
lack of depth and support this year. score. Freshman star John Sand-;
playing Varsity or Freshman
The team has just enough runners man beat all comers with a swift "i
squash, please submit your
to comprise the seven man running 24:58 for the five mile race. I
name, class, phone number,
Sophomores Jon Sendor and Dan1
squad needed for away meets.
and home town to Coach Roy
Howe took third ' a n d fourf
Dath as soon as possible. Also,
On Friday, September 27, the respectively. Jim Forbes, Gary*'
the squash team is seeking an
Harriers were hosted at Williams Ankuda, Bob Childs, and Paulf
additional
manager
to
only to be drowned out of place in Nelson rounded oul the scoring'
videotape some practices and
the pouring rain. John Sandman, with fifth through eighth place
home matches. Anyone interested in videotaping for the John. Sendor, Bob Childs, Dan finishes.
Howe, and Paul Nelson were the
The team looks forward to an
squash team should please
first five in the squad to form a improved running season with a lot
contact Coach Dath or Mallard
strong nucleus.
of hard work ahead. A little supOwen. Experience is not
On Saturday, October 3, the port from the Trinity community
necessary.
Harriers evened out their record 1- would also come in handv.
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More Sports
Bantamettes Split
by Tina Poole
| After a week of monsoons and
Jtwo cancelled games, the Trinity
{women's field hockey team played
fthe first two games of the season
vlast week against Brown and
[Connecticut College. Both varsity
fand junior varsity played on
iMonday, September 29. Due to the
i'week of rain before Monday, the
! field was soggy, but playable.
; The varsity, which played first,
^started out a bit slow and though
Brown scored twice, Trinity had a
number of bouts in front of Brown's
,goal. Unfortunately they weren't
jable to push one in. The team
^picked up during the second half
land one goal was scored by Tina
fPoole assisted by Olivia Brown.
The Bantamettes were unable to
score another goal and the final
|core was 2-1 for Brown.
f The junior varsity came on the
^leld next and came back to
(trounce the Brown junior varsity 5i 0. Trinity held control throughout
I the game with 4 goals scored by
{Beth Bonbright and 1 scored by

Nina Wainwright.
Last Thursday the varsity team
traveled to New London to play
Connecticut College and returned
victorious with a 4-3 win. The field
was a lot faster and narrower than
the Trinity field but the Bantamettes remained unworried.
Except for the major accidents
which occurred in pre-game warmup, the team played consistently
during both halves.
Connecticut scored two in the
first half and Trinity returned with
two made by Ann Jones and Carter
Wurtz. In the second half, Olivia
Brown and Kalci Bostwick both
scored. Connecticut made one
more goal to make the final score
4-3. The defense throughout the
game made it possible for the
forward line, to break through.
Defense players Cillia Williams
and Barb Haydan played
especially well.
Thanks to all the spectators and
fans present. We miss you Gail!
Our next home game is this
Saturday at 10:00 against Miss
Porter's. Come cheer us on.

Ann Jones and Barbara Clark Battle for Trinity Field Hockey.

Women's Crew Wins Opener
i

with a twenty-length win over
Marist College in Poughkeepsie,
Last Saturday the Trinity New York. Cheered on by the
; Women's Crew opened their season Trinity men's crews, the first and
second varsity boats braved the
waves of the Hudson over an 1800
meter course to finish with times of
7:30 and 8:46, respectively, over
Marist's 8:51.
. The first boat pulled away at the
start and steadily increased their
lead, while the second boat,
showing the results of assistant
coach Laurie Tanner's presence
this season, battled persistently to
overtake the Marist crew and
finish second by a length and a
half.
This race was not only the first of
the season but was the first in
which the women rowed the new
fiberglass Scheonbrod shell
donated by Mrs. R. T. Potter last
spring.
On Saturday, October 11, the
crew will' be defending the
Goodwin Cup here at Trinity at
11:00 a.m. Competing crews will
include Kent School and the
University of Rhode Island, and
will race over a one mile course.
By Cuyler Overholt
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Women's Crew on Connecticut River.
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Bantams Beat Bates
By Wayne N. Cooke
The Trinity College football team
continued its bid for an undefeated
season this past Saturday with a
convincing though hardf ought 24-17
victory over Bates in Lewiston,
Maine. Playing under ideal conditions before an enthusiastic and
expectedly biased home-coming
crowd, the Bantams utilized a wellbalanced offense and relatively
stable defensive attack to secure
their first win of the season, thus
bringing their record to an encouraging 1-0-1,
After taking a commanding 14-0
lead in the first quarter of play on
touchdowns resulting from a 68 yd.
scoring drive and Trinity fumble
recovery in Bates territory, it
appeared to be decidedly the
Bantam's ball game. Under the
direction of senior co-eaptain
George Rose at quarterback
Trinity marched to within their
opponent's 20 yd. line on three
different occasions during the first
period although on their final
threat were forced to attempt a
field goal which proved unsuccessful.
The Bantam's first tally, terminating a series of well-executed
plays including two outstanding
receptions by split-end Tom Lines,
came on a four yard pass from
Rose to senior tight end Tom
Melkus in the endzone. Successive
darts of ten, seven, and three yards
by running backs Pat Heffernan,
Mike Brennan, and. John Wholley
respectively preceded Melkus' six
point grab. Senior place-kicker
Mike Maus followed with the
successful conversion.
Seventeen seconds
later,
following a fumble recovery by
Dave Jancarski on teammate Gil
Childer's kickoff, junior fullback
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Heffernan carried ifein for Trinity's remained, in fact, the final margin
second score. Coming off a gaping of victory, as a fourth quarter, 30
whole in the interior line produced yd. field goal by Maus was later
by offensive tackle John Connelly, answered by a Bobcat 35 yarder
Heffernan's 24 yd. run along with with 5:08 remaining to be played.
the second Maus conversion gave Although a pair of minor Bates
the Bantam's their fairly com- threats gave its student body and
fortable first quarter lead. An visiting alumni something to cheer
unsuccessful field goal attempt by about in the waning moments, the
Maus, against a strong wind, ended well-balanced Bantam defensive
unit would not yield and thereby
the period.
Bates, however, was not to be preserved the 24-17 victory.
Statistically, although Bates
denied and like their counterpart in
the first quarter, claimed the held slight advantages in, total
second as theirs. A 31 yd. pass play yds., passing, and first downs, the
early in the period and 91 yd. drive remaining honors easily went to
to paydirt with 4:17 remaining in Trinity. Heffernan, the leading
the half, accounted for Bobcat ground gainer for both teams,
scores. Two successful conversions amassed.a total of 88 yds. on 25
deadlocked the game at 14 all as carries while backfield mate
Wholley totaled 65 yds. in twelve
the half closed.
• ,
Following an unproductive attempts. In passing, Rose was 6 of
series of downs by Bates upon 18 for 134 yds., with Lines and
receiving the second half kickoff, a Melkus, his two primary receivers,
controversial roughing the kicker accounting for 83 and 33 yds.
penalty was called against Trinity.
With their opponent still in
possession, the now fired up
Bantam defense reclaimed what
was rightfully theirs as junior
defensive end Rich Uluski intercepted a stray Bobcat pass at
midfield. Due to a strong Bates
pass rush however, Trinity was
unable to form any sustained
marc hand thus, with the score still
knotted, Maus was called in to
punt.
Upon receiving the booming kick
on his own five yard line the Bates
returner attempted a hand-off to a
nearby teammate but in the
process fumbled close to his own
endzone. The alert Trinity
onrushers, led by sophomore Carl
Herbst, immediately pounced on
the loose ball and thereby scored
the first arid, as it turned out, only
touchdown of the second half. This

captain Steve Thoren for Trinity's
second interception. Any further
attempts by Bates were ably
nullified by the solid front five of
Don Grabowski, Gary Zabel,
Victor Novak, John Griglun, and
Uluski, and the secondary work of
Thoren, Jancarski, and senior
safety John Wiggen.
Bantam Coach Don Miller said of
the contest: "It was a typically
tough homecoming game between
Trinity and Rates. Bates is an
aggressive team and this is always
a tough place to play."
Although commending the
overall effort of his team Coach
Miller cited the kicking game of
Maus, "the hard running" of his
backfield and the play of the
defense "especially in the fourth
quarter" as high points in the
Bantam victory." "I'm pleased,"
he adds, "It's a good one to win,"
Indeed it was.

Grand
Masters
The CBT Grand Masters Tennis
Tournament was held at the Ferris
Athletic Center this past weekend.
Preliminary matches were held on
Friday and Saturday evenings,
with the finals being conducted on
Saturday afternoon in front of 1,000
fans.
Toben Ulrich defeated Frank
Sedgeman in the thrilling singles
final, 7-6, 6-2. Ulrich took the first
game in a nine-point tie-breaker,
, edging Sedgeman 5-4.

BEER KEGS
ALL BRANDS
ALWAYS COLD
ALWAYS IN STOCK

Trinity's Wrestling team will
hold a meeting in preparation
for its first Varsity season on
Wednesday, October 8, at 7:15
p.m. in Alumni Lounge. All
those interested, either as
competitors or spectators are
invited to attend.
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Fullback Pat Heffernan struggles for yardage.
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respectively.
Maus,
who is
quickly
establishing himself as one of the
foremost college punters in New
England, if not the country, again
had an excellent day, being called
on seven times for a 41 yd.
average. Included among these
were numerous well placed kicks
approaching the opponent's endzone and a monstrous 68 yarder
which drove the Bobcats back to
their own seven yard line.
Defensively the Bantams were
successful in preventing many
Bobcat advances from exceeding
the 20 yard line. It was called on,
however, for one back-to-the-wall
confrontation early in the third
period with Bates threatening on
their 15 yard line. This was halted
though as middle linebacker
George Niland, in charging the
quarterback, tipped the intended
pass into the awaiting hands of co-
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